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Cooler air
coming in
two weeks
fry ]enny Wallace
news editor
When is it going to cool off in the
classrooms? That seems to be the million
dollar question around campus these days.
With the semester getting into full swing
this week, thousands of students withstood sweltering temperatures in various
class buildings all over campus.
According to Jim Hannah with Facilities, Maintenance and Operations on campus, classes probably will not begin to cool
off for two weeks. And that's only an
educated guess.
If you find yourself asking why it could
possibly take anyone three weeks to turn
on an air conditioner, you aren't alone.
Students have been asking this question
repeatedly throughout the week.
Hannah says the problem lies in the
temperature of the water that is used to
generate the cool air to be circulated in class
buildings. Right now that water is at approximately 56 degrees when it should
normally be at 42 degrees. But it could be
worse, and it was last week.
According to Hannah, the whole problem with the air conditioning system began
on June 21 when one of the four major
water chillers failed. Repair on the chiller
was immediately begun, but the cooling
system was able to maintain the optimal
water temperature at 42 degrees.
Then, on August 12 a major malfunction occurred in the maintenance controls.
The entire cooling system was down for
three and a half hours, allowing the water
temperature to rise from 42 degrees to 61
degrees.
Service was started again after control
of the system was regained, but temperatures in most buildings on campus were

Tyrone Walker/acting advertising manger

One local family digs into a hearty pizza at one of the new businesses in downtown Clemson.
already steamy. The only buildings on
campus that have not been affected by the
break down of this particular cooling system are McAdams, Newman, P&A and
Barre Halls, the shoeboxes, Calhoun Courts
and Lightsey Bridge Apartments.
But with students arriving only three
days later, excessive pressure was placed
on the already ailing cooling system and
the system was not able to work at maximum capacity. But things are beginning to
look up.
By August 17, all four of the main
chillers were working again and, thankfully, they still are.
Hannah says that maintenance employees are working hard to fine tune the
system and are beginning to make progress
with it.
Hannah says we will all just have to be
a little more patient as the system gradually
cools off and begins to circulate cooler air
into the buildings.
In the mean time,'a few professors have
see RELlEb, page 11A

The Tiger's Eye

Fall of '93 and here
we are again at CU!
Sophomore Elizabeth Smith complains
about the lack of air conditioning around
campus. Many Clemson students have
been
dismayed by the hot classrooms and
Will you miss the long, lazy days spent
dormitories.
The rumors attempting to
sunning at the beach? How about playing
volleyball all day on a Wednesday after- explain the absence of air range from the
noon? Was it nice not having to expend water in Lake Hartwell being too warm to
any more brainpower than to balance cool off the system to only one chiller
doing the cooling job meant for three air
your checkbook?
Most Clemson students went home conditioners.
Junior Wendi Findorak is still trying
this summer, interned, traveled, or atto
cool off from her experience at
tended the oh-so-popular summer school.
registration,"I
waited four hours in a line,
As of sometime around Aug. 16, the
students have all flocked once again to and when I got to the front was told that
this place most students here call home. I would have to wait in another line".
While registration lines and the South
Many of the same sentiments that
Carolina
heat andhumidity never change,
senior Emily Query expressed are shared
by the majority of students interviewed. other Clemson features have taken on a
"It is great to be here to see my friends and new look. The Carillon Gardens, now
get back into the swing of rfiings. This is finished are an attractive addition to the
my last semester here, so 1 am ready to get campus. Harcombe Dining Hall and the
street in front of Brackett Hall both look
on with it".
While most students are happy to be much better.
All in all, the consensus is that everyback, they have been inconvenienced as
one
is glad to be back and ready to tackle
usual in one way or another, somehow
a new semester.
tainting this homecoming.

h~j Renee Krans
staff writer
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• Campus police arrest
two in fake ID bust. See
page 2A.

Come on, Clemson! Send us your best snapshots,
and we'll publish them in The Tiger! You can be the
Tiger's Eye!
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• New honor code
created. See page 8A.
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TigerTown. See page 6B.

• Tears for Fears Elemental. See page
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• Recaps of spring
seasons. See pages 3B,
7B
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Fake IDs seized, Harcombe gets facelift
two arrests made over the summer of '93
by Rachel Orf
staff writer
Two Clemson students were
arrested in connection with the
manufacturing of fake IDs on
Thursday August 19.
Christopher G. Krohn, 18, was
found with a fake ID from Maine
and admitted to altering the license. He was charged with unlawful alteration of a driver's
license and released on $500
bond. Kurt Paul Edwins, 20, was
visiting the rcjom and held a fake
ID frorri'iMississippi. He was
charged, with the possession of an
altered driver's license and released on $213 bond.
CUPD'fdtond the students after executing a search warrant
for the investigation of fake IDs
and the manufacture of.IDs on
campus.
University police are trying to
put a stop to the amount of fake
IDs on campus.
Director of Public Safety, John
McKenzie would like students to
understand that "you're breaking
the law when you create a document, or when you borrow and
use a document that says you're
21, and you're not."
Students do not seem the realize the seriousness of the crime
resulting in a large number of
fake IDs on campus. McKenzie
says if caught "you can lose your
driver's license for ninety days
and obtain what amounts to a
criminal record."
jimmy D. Sheriff, Dean of the
College of Commerce and Industry reported $30, 000 worth of
Macintosh computers on August
13. They were stolen from room
461 of Sirrine. "The break in did
not involve forcible entry. The

. place was entered with a key,"
says McKenzie. The thieves
seemed to have had a list because
they took parts of computers such
as the modem, the monitor, the
keyboard, etc. rather than a whole
system.
McKenzie feels the university
needs more internal security, but
there is a "resource problem" involved because of budget problems.
Officer Ken Hinkle reported
finding a license plate missing on
Roosevelt Demery's car in the R2 parking lot on August 1. The
tag was worth $20.
Kimberly Y. Mickle also reported a stolen license plate from
her parent's car in the R-2 parking lot on August 1. It was werth
$16.
Prank Hollenburg reported
$74 worth of stolen books from
the mail room in Dong Hall on
August 2.
On August 3 Alexander M.
Sprott reported the grand larceny of fish stolen from the lake
at the Botanical Gardens. It will
cost $7,900 to replace the fish.
John" Saketo reported the
breaking and entering auto larceny to his car August 9.
A window worth $200 was
broken and stereo equipment
worth $646 was stolen.
James Eric Shell of 206 Maudlin reported larceny to his Jeep.
The top was stolen from his Jeep
in the Bryan Mall parking lot.
Bennie Etheal Walker was arrested and charged with petit
larceny of a license plate on August 12.
On August 13 Erica Franco
Morgan of Seneca reported damage to her vehicle on Hwy 93 at
A Street.

fry KatHy B. Bcacham
special to The Tiger
This fall new and returning
students will be slam-dunked
with the changes they will see at
the new Harcombe Food Court
at the University Union. The
former dreary mess-hall turned
cafeteria has been transformed
into an eating oasis. While
students may not see camels,
palm trees or belly-dancers,
Harcombe's new oasis-like color
scheme of lush forest green,
desert sand, rich wine and granite is certainly reminiscent of a
tropical retreat.
"The first things students
will notice [at Harcombe] probably are the drastic cosmetic
changes, such as the vastly improved lighting," says Harcombe
Location Manager Ben Wofford.
"Next they'll notice the addition of color everywhere, the
new wood furniture, the trademark arches, and the huge horseshoe-shaped Food Court itself."
While the Food Court will
be open in August, Phase 11 of
the $3.5 million renovation
project may take until January
before it is completed, according to Wofford. The addition
of Lindsey's, Card Access Services Office and conference
rooms make up phase two.
Students will have more
menu variety than ever before
at the Food Court. They will be
able to choose from six "clusters" of offerings including a
deli/grill line featuring custommade sandwiches along with
the usual fare of burgers and
fries; a pizza station; a pasta line;
Changing Scenes featuring Ori-

ental, Italian, Mexican and vegetarian entrees; a potato/hot salad
bar, and the traditional hot line.
Beverages, chilled salad items,
and desserts are all within easy
reach, as well. "Students will no
longer have to go trooping all the
way across the Cafeteria to get the
food and beverage items they need
to complete their meal," notes
Wofford. All they have to do is
turn around and there is everything they need within easy reach."
Wofford adds that more vegetarian dishes will be offered, a
decision made based on results
On the Harcombe

renovations:

"It's our way of saying 'Thank You' to
the students."
Ben Wofford
Location Manager
from surveys and committees
formed to ascertain student preferences. "Vegetarian dishes are
what the students were clamoring for according to a study by the
Student Nutrition Council,"
says Wofford. He notes,that
when the eating preference surveys were done, they included
follow-up interviews with many
of the participants.
Another thing students have
to look forward to is the Harcombe
Food Court Grand Opening Celebration extravaganza which will
be held August 30 through Septem
ber 4.
"It's our way of saying thank

you to the students," says
Wofford. Free t-shirts, cups,
compact disc players, a bicycle,
telephone, a haircut, a meal
plan, textbooks, $1.00 on Tiger
Stripe and other great prizes
will be given away at various
times during the week long
event. According to Wofford, a
conscious effort was made to
choose the types of prizes based
on the student's needs — what
would be most useful to them at
school. Many of the prizes are
being donated by ARA vendors, downtown businesses, the
University Bookstore and other
University
departments,
Wofford added.
Ice carvings, a live band, food
samples, University luminaries,
including University President
Max Lennon and the Clemson
Tiger in the fur, will be among
the highlights of the event.
A freshman will cut the ribbon signifying the official grand
opening, says Jane Gough, marketing director for ARA. "We
decided it would a good idea to
have a fresh man cut the ribbon
because we want to emphasize
the changes and improvements
we made were done for the
students," Gough explains.
"When I was a student here,
I was actually afraid to go into
Harcombe to eat," remembers

Gough.
"Although the food was
good, the atmosphere was less
than inviting. The renovation
represents a major change and
catapults Food Service and
Harcombe into the twenty-first
century. It is also a reflection of
the University's overall growth,
and that's a positive aspect."

New academic
year yields same
parking rules
b;y ]enny Wallace
news editor

Tyrone Walker/acting advertising manager

Students enjoy the new atmosphere at Harcombe Dining Hall.

Rumor has it that a lot of
parking tickets have been issued
in the past two weeks. And for
the Clemson police to be giving
more tickets than they usually do
says a lot. A whole lot.
So, in case some people tend to
forget such things as parking rules
over the summer, the municipal
judge wants to remind everybody
of the limitations regarding park' ing around campus.
First, students must remind
family and friends who plan td
visit the campus to obtain a guest
parking permit as soon as tliey
arrive on campus. Permits may be
obtained from theDepartment of
Parking Services at University
Square Mall. If they plan to visit
on weekends or aftej normal
working hours, guest permits
Should be obtained at the Police
Department.
Second, parking tickets obtained on campus must either be
appealed or paid. This goes for
students, employees, faculty and
visitors. Students are strongly cautioned not to provide false infor-

mation to friends and family by
telling them that they can ignore
tickets because they are visitors.
Third, parking in unauthorized
areas by anyone, including visitors, for unloading or emergencies, must be cleared by the University Police Department by calling 656-2222.
Finally, every car on campus
must have some type of decal or
special permit.
If you must borrow a car, a
temporary permit may be obtained
through the Parking Office at no
charge.
A few other things to remember: Visitor parking is off limits to
students and faculty except between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. This
includes weekends and holidays.
Service vehicle spaces and unloading zones always require special permits for their use. Motorcycles are restricted to those areas
specifically designated (ov their
use.
The speed limit on campus is
15 m.p.h. unless otherwise posted.
And last, but not least, cars parked
in fire lanes are immediately
towable.
Happy parking!
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Campus phones now have
speed dialing program
ture which holds tip to 10 numbers, local or long distance, which
can be accessed by a one digit
You are sitting in your dorm code associated with each numroom, bored to death. You want ber.
To program Speed Call, dial
to get wild and crazy, and you
could call some of your friends to "126," then a number 0-9, next,
go do something, but you're too the number desired to be stored,
lazy to dial all seven numbers of and finally, the pound symbol.
When a call is made to a
five different people. Before today, you wpuld be stuck at home. number that is strored, all there
However there is good news is to do is press the star symbol,
for the slothfut: a new feature, the one digit code and then the
"Speed Cali," has beeri placed on pound symbol.
"We've had several students
campus phones. ,
Speed Call is a .memory fea- ask for the feature so we're pro-

b} Ashley Jacobs
staff writer

viding the service at no extra
charge to meet students' needs.
We hope this will prove beneficial to everyone,"said Zelda
Kleister, Business Manager of the.
Office of Telecommunications.
Kleister also warned that students should not program their
calling card numbers or long distance authorization codes into
their dorm phones.
This is because of the the ease
with which others, welcome visitors or other aquaintances, can
charge long distance calls to
another's number.

Summer sees both recognition,
awards for Clemson employees
fry Rachel Orr
staff writer
Clemsori University's Office
of Student Development and Dr.
Bradley Russell both received special awards over the summer.
The Office of Student Development received the South Carolina College Personnel Association (SCCP A) 1993 Outstanding
Program Award for organizing
the viewing of the NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt on campus
last September.
Each year the SCCPA chooses
one college in the state to receive
the award. It is awarded to the
college that the SCCPA feels or-

ganized and held the most successful project.
Clemson had o\er six thousand people view the quilt.
Julie Walters-Steeje," assistant
director of student development
activities, believes Clemson was
chosen to receive the award because the AIDS Quilt project "involved so many people on campus. It was a university wide
project." Many groups across campus worked hard raising money
for the project, promoting it and
coordinating the project. "It required a great deal of cooperation
from the entire student affairs
division," said Walters-Steele.
Dr. Russell, an associate pro-

WM'O^S^S^BSW

fessor of mathematics at Clemson, was acknowledged as the
Outstanding Advisor of the year
in Orlando at the Golden Key
National Honor Society's national
conference. He was chosen out of
26 other Golden Key advisors in
our region. The award is based on
the advisors activity and involvement with the club.
Dr. Russell has been acting as
the advisor since the establishment of the club in 1986. The
members find that he is very
motivating and entusiastic. Paul
Cottle, vice president of the club,
says that Dr. Russell is best at
"getting us all entusiastic about
Golden Key."
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Tyrone Walker/acting advertising manager

Yet more new construction...
The soon-to-be Fluor Daniel engineering building.

rop-in at

The Higtr
^-GlemsorVs campus
newspaper is looking for
enthusiastic new writers,
photographers,
advertising salespersons and artists

Freshmen welcome. No experience needed.
Come by Sunday, ^ug.jQfrom 7-9 p^rf
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Opinion
Editorial
CU Students not
getting what
they pay for
History repeats itself. Once again, hiding behind budget
cuts, Clemson
University is
charging its students more and
is giving them
much less in return. This has
become an all too
typical, dare say,
accepted routine
at CU. The University has actually begun to take
services away
from students
while raising
costs.
The most recent case is found .at Redfern. All on-campus
students are required to pay a medical fee at the beginning of each
semester. That fee is currently $95. In the past this seemed
reasonable given that services at Redfern have been readily
available and free.
That wonderful scenario has now been changed. Now,
Redfern will be requiring that unless you are dying you must call
to make an appointment. Now Redfern is charging for services
that in the past have been free. Charging per service is fine, but
why should students have to pay a $95 medical fee at the
beginning of each semester and then pay again when they receive
treatment. They shouldn't.
Perhaps an even more noticeable recent problem is the lack of
air conditioning around campus. Officials waited until the week
students returned to campus to begin repairs on the units,
knowing that they would take several weeks to become fully
operational.
A little planning (or perhaps a little caring) about student needs
would have resulted in the air conditioners being repaired weeks
before school was set to start, thereby preventing the current
problems. Reportedly, repair costs for the air conditioners are in
the tens of thousands of dollars. Even so, delaying needed repairs
for a few weeks did not save the University any money.
Another recent problem, although not a new one, begins in the
classroom. More and more classes are being canceled due to the
ever- present budget cuts. Low funding is hurting everyone, not
just CU. But why are other state institutions hiring faculty while
CU is steadily decreasing its staff? Are lack of funds the sole
answer? If so, why did CU approve over $400,000 in pay RAISES
for administrators for this year? Some of that money could be used
to hire more professors or to just keep the ones that have been cut
from the faculty. Having good professors and providing a good
education are the bases for a university (or at least should be).
The above problems are not by any stretch of the imagination
the only ones plaguing the CU. Parking, extremely long registration lines and extremely slow construction work are all very big
and very obvious problems that CU has. Perhaps the management
of the funds that CU does have is the problem. Perhaps if more
competent, more caring, more student-oriented leaders- real leaders, not politicians- were running the show, CU would not be so
far from being an institution geared towards helping its students.
Upperclassmen are frustrated and aggravated to see their
university degenerate so much from what it once was, and
freshman are disheartened by what they have seen in only a couple
of weeks. Everyone... everyone, is tired of paying more and more
and receiving less and less. Politicians must give way to leaders
who care about the students and who can give the students of CU
the' education and the services that they deserve.

OUR POSITION:

Students should
not have to pay so
much more for so
much less.

The lead editorial is written by the editorial
editor. The opinions expressed in Tiger
editorials represent the majority view based
upon 'weekly meetings of the Tiger editorial
board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual view of
any particular member of the editorial board.
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Chivalry is dead... almost
Chivalry is dead- Women, at
least to some extent helped to kill
it. Now before anyone out there
gets really upset, please let me
explain.
Chivalry was originally born
out of the idea, invented by men
that women were too fragile and
too delicate to take care of themselves. Men believed that their job
was to take care of women, to
protect them because they were
not able to take care of themselves. At the time that chivalry
originated, all of these ideas were
very much true. As time went by,
women became more independent and not quite as fragile as
they once were. With the evolution of women's roles, chivalry
too evolved into a belief, an idea
of how women should be treated.
Despite the original reasons for
chivalry, it developed into something wonderful, a way of revering women for being women.
For years, males were raised
and taught to treat women with a
certain respect, to hold them in a
higher light than they did men.
Men treated women special, with
respect. They opened doors for
them; they believed "ladies first."
Men of old would not have dared
to utter anything remotely resembling a four letter word in the
presence of a lady. Agreed, men
did at one time believe that women
were the inferior sex, but the
courtesy shown to women was

not born from that belief. It came
from believing that women were
special and should be treated as
such.
Then came the 1960s and the
sexual revolution. Women demanding equality, demanding to
be treated the same as men.
Women wanted everything, a family, a career, and they deserved
everything if that was what they
desired. But somewhere in the
middle of their fight for equality,
chivalry suffered a mortal injur /.
Slowly, it began to die.;As the
equality movement bet •

Jason Balser
edif or-in-chief. f4
gan to grow and as women became more and more equal, men
stopped acting chivalrous towards
the opposite sex. This meant no
more opening doors for women,
no more paying for dates on a
regular basis, no more flowers, no
more candy. In fact, it meant
being treated just like men. Being
subjected to foul language, hearing the dirty jokes that were before told only among men, became common place. In many,
very real ways, women became
equal. New doors.c>f equality were
opened for women, but the old
doors of courtesy were closed.
Today, women are for the most
part treated equally. There are
occasions, too many occasions,

when women are discriminated
against because they are women.
But, chivalry should not be confused with discrimination. Chivalry is an attitude. An attitude
that believes that women should
be cherished. Chivalry does not
just mean opening doors for
women, nor just paying for dinner; it means genuinely believing
that women are in many wonderful ways different from men and
that those differences should be
viewed as great.
I suppose since I am describing
chivalry as it is and not as it was
that it really is not entirely dead.
But it is dying. In another 10
years chivalry will be considered
as old fashioned and as obsolete
as Model-T Fords. I like to believe
that chivalry is still alive because
I still view most women as special
and I like to treat them as such. I
open doors on occasion and usually pay for dates. Beyond that I
believe that women should be
treated with a certain amount of
dignity and respect. If this offends anyone, I am sorry. But I
refuse to believe what a young
lady told me the other day over
lunch (Dutch treat I might add).
She stated very seriously that sending flowers or candy to a woman
is tacky and too cliche. No it's not!
Chivalry is not dead, but it is
dying. Can women keep their
equality and help, to a certain
extent, to keep chivalry alive? I,
for one, certainly hope so.
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Letters to the Editor
Professor sees ethics code as 'unscholarly'
disagree with the Code itself
To the Editor:
and feel strongly that all
The faculty of the College of
professionals adhere to one.
Engineering recently adopted a
The manner in which a code is
four-page Honor .arid Ethics
implemented is particularly
Code which will be impleimportant at a university where
mented beginning this semester.
an academic atmosphere must
1 had the dubious distinction of
be preserved. In the implemenbeing the sole College of
tation of this newly enacted
Engineering faculty member
code, all students and faculty
voting in opposition to its
members are required to
implementation. This letter is
monitor one another for
written to explain my position
compliance. Students from
in the hope that similar policies,
other colleges who take College
if enacted by other colleges, will
of Engineering classes may be
be implemented differently. In
asked to sign a compliance
addition, this event provides an
pledge and can thereby also be
opportunity to Clemson
subject to its rules. The Code is
students, faculty, and adminisbeing rigidly imposed. All
trators to consider the broader
ramifications of actions taken to academic work will be performed under the scrutiny of
address specific problems. The
fellow classmates or colleagues.
Code was developed by stuStudeijts who do not report
dents with the assistance of a
classmates for apparent violafew faculty members and has
tions may themselves even be
now become, in effect, a law by
considered by some not to be in
which we must all abide.
compliance with the Code. My
First, my vote in opposition
instincts tell me that the parents
reflected a disapproval of the
of Clemson students do not
manner in which the Code is to
want their children enlisted
be implemented. 1 do not

be code enforcers to gather
evidence against an accused
code-violator. Investigative
hearings are tonvened by an
Honor Council comprised of
students. Since students are not
university officials, should they
be involved in confidential
proceedings against a fellow
student? Should this type of
Orwellian environment be
promoted at Clemson University? If we have learned any
lessons from recent history, we
should all recognize that
adament actions taken for
virtuous reasons can subjugate
important values. Although the
intentions were good, a classic
case of overkill has diminished
important elements of campus
from professors, who by virtue
life and places us all on a
of their education and experislippery slope. It seems obvious
ence,-are better prepajred for
to me that faculty and adminissuch potentially unpleasant
trators should not validate
tasks. systems which may potentially
Many of the code provisions
promote :a repressive atmoare subjective. One does not
sphere.
need a vivid imagination to .
While related implementaperceive the inevitable, upcomtion
plans might suit a military
ing, botched attempts by wOuld-

automatically upon enrollment
into a type of behavioral police,
but would instead expect
faculty to enforce universitywide rules. To some extent, the
code transfers responsibility

Since students are
not university officials, should they be
involved in confidential proceedings
against a fellow student?

academy or a professional
engineering society, the maintenance of an academic setting is
paramount at a university and
softer means of promoting
ethical conduct should be
employed. Since the Code
provisions are subjective, I
maintain that a code cannot be
imposed but must be accepted
on an individual basis for its
merits. If other codes are
developed at Clemson, they
should be discussed periodically
by students, faculty, and
administrators so that they are
accepted (embraced) voluntarily. In this manner, an academic
atmosphere is preserved and
students will be more apt to
practice the code throughout
their professional careers
instead of leaving behind a
harshly imposed one when they
graduate.
In voting approval, it is my
belief that the College of
Engineering faculty considered
only the Code itself and
See ETHICS, page 6A

New year is time to put priorities in order
Well, here we all are. Back to
school after a long -but not long
enough- hot and thoroughly enjoyable summer. It's funny how
the summer never fails to seem
endlessly blissful after classes have
started again. I think I need a
vacation.
This is probably the time when
it is the hardest to get back in the
swing of things. We must begin to
forget about days spent at the lake
and the ocean, backyard barbecues and watermelon eating contests in small towns close to our
hearts but so far away right now.
It's time to bite the bullet and
become students once again.
Yeah, I'm pretty sure I need a
vacation.
It's time to get up for early
classes, do homework, deal with
professors we hate and get used to
the daily grind that we .couldn't
wait to get away from four-months
ago.
That means getting up earlysomething we all love to do- ,maybe
meeting new roommates- a har-

rowing experience at best- and
other fun things like that.
How long is it exactly until
fall break?
But, strangely enough, a lot of
students seem to have a real problem with that. About this time
every year, as you walk from class
to class to class, you don't have to
listen too hard to find student
after sdident lamenting the end
of the summer and the beginning
of school once again.
Complaining is only human
nature, but we students have cultivated it into a fine art. It seems
as if the complaining goes on and
on, gradually turning from regret
that the summer has ended, to
complaints that fall break is too
far into the semester, to gripes
that Thanksgiving break is too
short, to groans that Christmas
break doesn't come soon enough.
I'll admit that I have done
plenty of complaining in my lifetime, especially my time spent
here at Clemson. One of may
roommates last year told me that

Second -we know this already
I complain too much, so I said I '
but
I'll just freshen everyone's
was just trying to fit in. It seems
memorymillions of people in the
there is always something to comworld
would
give up anything
plain about at this school. But
isn't it the same anywhere, and everything to be in our shoes.
whether it is at another school in Let's get our priorities straight.
Third, let's try to keep in mind
another state or even in the
that
we came here to get an edudreaded real world?
cation, not just a training. This is
is something we have
a place for higher learning and
not a job factory.
Jenny
So the next time your profesWallace
sor assigns something and you
hear yourself rrioaning, '"When
news editor
will I ever use this in a real job?",
all heard before but it's so true, remember that anyone who only
nothing can be done to everyone's wants to learn those things which
might be of use strictly in a job
satisfaction.
• So; to ease a little bit of the related capacity is not an eduwhining that has been going on at cated person. And God knows
Clemson in the past couple of the least thing we need are more
weeks, I'll just remind everyone uneducated people.
And finally, two more remindof a few things. First of all, we are
ers
to perk everyone's spirits and
all paying to go here. If the place
ease
the whine-fest around camwas as bad as everyone makes it
pus: professors tend to slack off
out to be, none of us would be
after a few weeks, :along with
here. So quit acting like you're
going here out of some sense of A.B>C.
So let's try to keep things in
selfless duty.

perspective as we trudge along
our horrible lives as students this
year. After all, they say these are
supposed to be the best years of
our lives.
Just think, in twenty years all
of us, with our pot-bellies, crow's
feet and receding hairlines, will
look back on our days at Clemson
and truly recall some of our most
cherished memories.
Wouldn't it be a shame to look
back and only be able to remember all those complaints we had
with professors, the administration and the ticket witch?
The least we can do is keep a
positive attitude about things. I
know it sounds really corny but
things do look better when you
look at them in a positive light. It
takes integrity to have the inner
strength to see the world without
seeing all its faults.
As the saying goes, college is
to the real world as Disneyworld
is to Cleveland. If we can't hack it
now, I don't even want to think
about a few years from now.

Speaking Out
Ouestion: What is the biggest problem you have faced this semester at Clemson?

Torri Arrant
senior
Drop add.

Terfy Prldgln / 8(B« photographer

Delvon Kla'son
senior
Broken air
conditioning in
classrooms.

Anlwolne Welco'me
senior
Ants in llightse^
Bridge apartments.

Eric Glass
freshman

Parking

Ethics code
unfair to
kcademics
continued from
page 5A
overlooked poorly conceived
provisions for its implementation. My hope is that they will
act swiftly to make amendments
once they become familiar with
the current document's unscholarly components. In the future,
all such matters should be
subject to a campus-wide
dialogue to ensure the preservation of an academic atmosphere
at Clemson University.
David A. Zumbrunnen
Assoc. Professor &
Presidential Faculty Fellow

Redfern
fee policy
unfair
Dear Editor,
It is the policy in Clemson
University that at the time of
registration, the international
students have to pay the $95
Redfern Health Center fees on
top of the compulsory insurance
premiums, whereas others have
the option to pay this Redfern
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fees. Anybody who has visited
the Redfern Health Center
knows what kind of service
they offer to the students.
Without undermining the
efforts of the staff involved
there, I must say that if the
services of Redfern Center were
of any good use, the authority
would have made it mandatory
for the native students first to
pay the fees. Pursuing this
policy ensures a flow of about
$185,000 per year for the
facility which can not be
foregone at any circumstances,
at least not in the case of
foreign students who are
vulnerable to any decisions that
the authority takes.
The foreign students can
only talk to the Office of
International Programs and
Studies (OIPS). According to
them, due to the provisions of
the student insurance plan that
the affected student has to go
through Redfern Center in
order to claim the insurance
money, otherwise the affected
person has to pay $100, they
made the decision to make it
mandatory for foreign students
to pay the fees. If that was so,
they should have made it
mandatory for everyone who
buys the insurance, but they
didn't. Moreover, when a
married student buys insurance
for the whole family, according
to this same provision, all
family members have to go
through the Redfern Center:

but the Redfern Center does
not offer any service to the
spouse or children of a student!
What kind of policy is this? Do
you not call this sponsored
discrimination? What if the
students sued the university for
discrimination? They would
have to pay the lawyers to take
care of this matter in which
they are bound to lose. Irfa
hard time like this, will that be
a very healthy incident?
It is my request to the '
authorities involved to set
policies without respect to color,
sex or nationality. We, the
foreign students, already pay all
the taxes without getting the
benefits and we live like thirdclass citizens, but we give you
the best results. Please be kind
to us and to yourselves.
Shahriar Hasan
Graduate Student
Department of Economics.

S.C. -A
state with
character
Dear Editor,
My students wrote your
newspaper a couple of months
ago asking you to publish their
letter in your paper because
they needed information about
your state for a school project.

My students received over
2,200 replies from 48 states.
The replies, which ranged from
one postcard to a package of
information, included 1,742
magazines, 612 books, 3,801
postcards, 1,401 maps and
10,576 brochures. People across
the United States spent over
$3,650.00 on postage sending
us information. The project fit
into several subjects. The
students graphed statistics they
gathered in math class, used
information in social studies for
reports, and spent time in
English class writing letters.
Time was also spent reading
and sharing all the different
literature and brochures. The
final project was a "State's Fair"
at school to display the
student's collection to other
students, parents, and guests.
I would like to take this
opportunity to let everyone
who helped with this project
know your assistance was very
much appreciated. As Ann
Landers once wrote in her Gem
Of The Day: Character is
defined by what you are willing
to do when the spotlight has
been turned off, the applause
has died down, and no one is
around to give you credit. With
that in mind I would say, "Your
newspaper, your state, and
especially the people who
helped with this project have
outstanding character"
Eldon Haas
5th Grade Teacher

Kearney, NE

A thank j«1u
you from h
Nebraska
Dear Editor,
I wrote to your newspaper a :
couple of months ago asking
you to publish my letter in your
paper. 1 needed information
about your state for a school
project. Now I would like to
thank you and ask that you
publish this letter thanking
everyone who helped me with
my project. South Carolina is a
very unique state with very
friendly people. I have received
over 77 replies, 53 books, 285
brochures, 35 magazines, 32
maps, and 132 postcards. I even
received tea, Spanish moss, sea
shells, and a shark's tooth! My
project was a success, and I
received a superior grade. I
would like to take this opportun:ty to let everyone who helped
nie to know how very much I
; ppreciated all the information
f hey sent.
My family and I do hope to
"isit your state some day. We
can tell there is a lot to do and
to see in South Carolina.
Thanks again from Nebraska.
Holly Garrelts
Kearney, Nebraska

CLEMSON DANCERS
WHAT: Information Meeting
WHERE: Fike Room 254
WHEN: Monday, August 30 7-9
Come Prepared To Dance!
For more Information Call
653-8585«656-2209

Clemson Bowling Club
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University Union Lanes

EVERY Monday 4:30

A+RENTSi.
ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
ELECTRONICS
Monthly • Weekly • Daily

We Deliver
G46V5705
Hwy#6 Pendleton

SATURDAY^SEPT. 11
TALLAHASSEfe CIVIC CTR

Tickets ON SALE NOW At •Civic Center Box Office -All TicketMaster
Locations •Charge By Phone 222-0400 or 1-800-322-3602
A

BEAVER

PRODUCTION
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Inside Snorts

Tioer Fact

— Final results of CU's
NCAA baseball run, 3B.
— Littlejohn undergoes a
change in seating plans
beneficial to students, 2B.
— Meet the new volleyball coach, page 6B.

The Tiger football team
plays all but three of its
ACC games (Florida
State, UNC and Duke)
in the friendly confines
of Death Valley.
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Husky example Tigers ranked fifth in country
shows athletes
in tough bind

■AC

The Washington Huskies were put on
probation Sunday by their conference, the
Pacific 10. To show his disgust for the
penalties that were imposed upon his team,
coach Don James,stepped down. In other
words, he quit.
He said in his letter of resignation that
he could "no longer coach in a conference
that treats its members, its coaches and
their players so unfairly." What did the
Huskies do so wrong? The 15 rules violations that Washington was found guilty of
mostly concerned booster involvement in
improper loans and summer employment
irregularities. Not exactly murder, but in
the eyes of the conference presidents, the
charges were serious and so was the punishment.
The Pac-10 declared Washington ineligible for the 1993 and'94
conference football championships and all bow! f
games, docked the Hus \
kies 20 scholarships over

by Frank Seitz
staff writer
For Head Coach Dr. I.M. Ibrahim, the
heavy burden of construction has at last
ended.
After building for the past three years
with excellent recruiting classes, Ibrahim
believes the pieces should fall together this
fall, resulting in a successful team with
plenty of depth. This year's team will be a
blend of the old and the new, as Clemson
returns nine starters from last year's squad,
complimented by one of the top recruiting
classes in the nation.
Headlining Clemson's list of recruits is
Imad Baba. The 1992 Parade U.S. National High School Player-of-the Year and
member of the U.S. National Team since
the age of 14, is also the only player to be
named to the Parade All-America team
four years in a row.
Other sighees include three players from
the St. Louis, Mo., area - backs Christopher Behrmann and Matt Tunstall, and
striker Jeff Yenzer. Also signing were defender Joe Sciacca of Clifton Park, N.Y.,
Danny Care, from Peachtree City, Ga.,
midfielder Norman Power, from Ireland

Lou Potenza f
sports editor
those two seasons and reduced the number
of paid recruiting visits, they can offer
prospects from 75 to 35 this year and 40
the next. The Huskies will also have to
forfeit around $1.4 million in TV revenue.
Three players were declared ineligible,
including star tailback Beno Bryant, and
four guilty boosters were ordered disassociated from the program.
Harsh penalties? Of course they were,
but you have to play the hand you're dealt.
If you notice, James is not mentioned in
any violation. He did nothing wrong; it was
the boosters that brought about the penalties. James still felt strongly enough to step
down and mention that he will never
coach again. It makes you wonder just how
clean a program ole' Don ran up in Seattle.
The story first surfaced last season,
with the acknowledgment of starting quarterback Billy Joe Hobert's acceptance of a
$50,000 loan from a booster. What did this
genius do with the money he so desperately needed? He bought a car, two hand
guns, golf clubs and threw a few parties.
Plus, the moron told people about the loan,
knowing the entire time it was against
NCAA rules. Think the third string punter
could have pulled in a loan for 50 grand?
Even if he needed it for legitimate purposes?
A few days before the Huskies were
punished, Auburn was also placed on
probation. Why? Payment of football players, this time by members of the coaching
staff. When the Auburn story broke, it
forced coach Pat Dye to resign from his
post as athletic director and eventually it
cost him his coaching position.
This brings up the question as to whether
or not college athletes should be paid.
Those who argue for payment of athletes,
especially payment of football player*, like
to mention the amount of money that the
athlete helps to generate for the school.
Granted, big-time college football has besee AtHLUl't^ page bE

and striker Wolde Harris, from Orlando,
Fla.
"I am satisfied with our recruiting efforts," Ibrahim said. "I think this group will
contribute immensely. Several of our recruits are very smart, tactically aware players, who, combined with "Baba's international experience and creativity make what
promises to be a great freshmen class."
The fact that Clemson returns nine
starters from last year's team and appears
deep in all positions also contributes to
Ibrahim's optimism. Last year's team, which
just started to peak toward the end of the
regular season, showed a great deal of
promise with brilliant performances againstDuke and N.C. State at the ACC Tournament before losing in the final to eventual
NCAA Champion Virginia.
.
If the team's last three games last year
are any reflection of this year's squad, then
fans might be in for a great season of
exciting soccer.
The great recruiting class and strong
finish last year have combined in making
the Tigers the fifth- ranked team in Soccer
America's preseason poll.
"We have six 1992 freshmen returning
who were major contributors to last year's

team," said Ibrahim. "If we have five freshmen step in this year, and do as well, we
will be in for a very good season."
Sophomores Sylvan Bednar, Jamahl
Green and Chris Eatough return after
starting as defenders for the Tigers last
season. The midfield is intact with sophomore Miles Joseph, juniors Nidal Baba and
Rivers Guthrie, and senior Matt Kirk. AllAmerican candidate Jaro Zawislan returns
at goalkeeper while Jimmy Glenn, the
Tiger's 12th all-time leading goal-scorer,
returns at striker.
Clemson returns one of the nation's
best goalkeepers in senior Jaro Zawislan.
The native of Poland, who now resides in
Brampton, Ont., Canada, is the Tiger's alltime career save leader with 349. He has
been named to the All-ACC second-team
twice and the All-South team on three
occasions.
Clemson also has four other goalkeepers on the roster as Stephen Stanford and
Scott Hynd enter their junior seasons and
two incoming freshman- Graham Tull
(Albuquerque, N.M.) and Kevin Wilkerson
(Houston, Tex.) - who will also add depth.
—

■

see SOCCER, page SB

CU players endure hot practices
by Owen Driskill
staff writer

courtesy of TAPS

are aboutto kick off a new season of football actionl. lie
Tigers
sure to read about the team, in next weeks Football Preview.

As Clemson students await the arrival
of air-conditioning in many campus buildings, the members of the Clemson football
team look forward to the end of preseason
practice.
According to Coach Ken Hatfield, the
fall two-a-days and scrimmages have given
younger players enough reps to gain confidence at their positions while helping the
team reach preseason goals such as developing a strong work ethic and an intense
spirit.
On the offensive side, quarterbacks
Patrick Sapp and Louis Solomon have both
practiced with the first and second teams.
According to Hatfield, Sapp is his number
one quarterback while Solomon is his
#1A.
Although both will play with the first
team during the season, they will not
alternate on a rotational basis, but a situational basis.
"We may have Patrick in there and
decide to put in Louis for a change of pace,"
stated Hatfield. Overall, the offense is a
unit peppered with six returning starters
and many young but apparently talented
newcomers.
Defensively, the Tigers are fielding a
very young group. Several sophomores
will start, especially in the secondary. While
long on enthusiasm and short on experience, the talented youngsters will get their
chance to improve on a defense that gave
up 210 yards per game through the air, a
subpar. performance for a Clemson defense.
Yet, practice time has been plentiful
thanks to a'break in the heat wave. According toCoach Hatfield, "We have been very
see WtVUluN, page 4B
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Lady Tigers look for progress with new faces
by Rob Graham
interim asst. sports editor
After finishing 2-5 in ACC
play last year and 24-9 overall, the
Lady Tiger volleyball team is looking forward to playing darkhorse
in the ACC,
There was a coaching change
in the off-season, and the Lady
Tigers will look to Jolene Hoover
to guide them to the top of the
ACC. She has installed a new
offense and attitude to the team,
not to mention a superb recruiting class, consisting of five new
and surprisingly experienced players.
The Lady Tigers are coming
off their seventh consecutive 20plus win season and will look to
returning starters and co-captains,
senior Robin Kibben and junior
Heather Kahl.
Kibben, a middle-hitter, put up
some remarkable numbers last
year as she received first-team AllACC honors. She was the first
Lady Tiger to be named first team
since 1987. She led the Lady
Tigers in kills per game (3.69)
and hitting percentage (.320).
Going into this season, she is
second on Clemson's career list

for best hitting percentage with a
career mark of .306.
Kibben also pocketed 402 kills
last seasdn, the first time in four
years that a Clemson player had
reached Che 400-kill level.
"Robin is a very powerful and
smart player," said Hoover. "She
has the skills and tools needed to
be a great player. She is definitely
our 'go-to' player."
Kahl started 23 matches last
season at the setter position and
averaged 8.61 set assists per game.
She also led the team with 749 set
assists. Look for junior Niki Maser and Jill Heavey to back up
Kahl. Maser started 11 matches
and averaged 10.75 set assists last
season.
The returns of Megan
McEnery, over two kills per game,
and Kristi Data, 1.72 kills per
game, are much welcomed at the
outside hitter position. Data saw
action in 25 matches, and
McEnery was fourth on the team
in hitting percentage with a .224
mark.
"We have power and finesse at
the hitter position," said Hoover.
"We have more consistency than
power. The outside hitter position will be competitive for start-
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The front line for the '93 Lady Tigers figures to be strong.
ing roles."
The. team added three freshmen to this' position. Julie
Rodriguez, Heavey, and Kelly
Stewart will bring a surprising

amount of experience to this position, as well as the team.
"Julie Rodriguez will add experience right away as she was a
product of one of the top club
programs in the nation," added
Hoover.
"Jill Heavey also came from a
great club program. She,is lefthanded, which adds diversity to
our lineup. Kelly Stewart will add
height to our lineup. She too was
part of a great club program in
Tampa, Fla."
In her senior season,
Rodriguez's team placed third at
the Nationals, and she was chosen as a second-team All-Ameri.can.
The Lady Tigers also added
freshman Ashley Self to the
middle hitter position. She was
named Player-of-the-Year in the
Dallas/Fort Worth metro area in
1992 and was considered one of
the top recruits- coming out of
that area.

Overall, the Lady Tigers look
very good. They should definitely
be contenders for the ACC crown
this year and post-season possibilities look inevitable.
"We've been working and conditioning very hard in the preseason," said Hoover. "We are
very young and there will be a lot
of adjustments to make.
"Making those adjustments will
determine how successful the team
is."
There's a lot of new faces this
year for the Lady Tigers and starting with their new coach.
The Lady Tigers' first match is
is in a Lady Tiger Invitational, but
not their own. The tournament,
which includes Memphis State,
Dayton, and UT-Chattanooga,
takes place on Sept. 3 and 4, in
Memphis, Tenn. Their first home
match is Sept. 10 and 11, which is
also a tournament including
Drexel, Auburn, UNC-Asheville,
and Central Florida.

Littlejohn seating
rearranged to
benefit students
by Billy Ebner
staff writer

Rock and Roll

file photo

It's almost that time of year again. In just eight days, the tradition of "the most
exciting 30 seconds in college football" begins again.

Could you imagine watching a
Clemson basketball game on the
front row in Littlejohn Coliseum?
Well, fantasy is becoming reality.
Starting in November, students
will get 75 percent of the floor
seats in Littlejohn. In effect, this
gives students better seats to Clemson basketball games, and the
chance to make Littlejohn an
uncomfortable environment for
opposing teams.
The notion of giving students
75 percent of the'floor seats was
a joint idea, put together by Bobby
Robinson, the athletic director,
and .Martin Driggers, the student
body president. Both of them felt
that this idea was long overdue,
and that it would give the game
back to the students. Martin
Driggers said the plan would "get
the students together" and give
the students their own "student
section."

In referring to the new seating
arrangement, Tiger head coach
Cliff Ellis said that "the students
must take advantage of this tremendous opportunity." In his
opinion, in order for this idea to
work, the students must come to
the games and must raise Clemson basketball participation to the
height of football participation.
The idea of putting students
on the front row is modeled somewhat after the example of the
Duke Blue Devils. The Blue Devils give their students all of their
floor seats. Thus, playing Duke at
home is frightening for opposing
teams. The student section has
even earned the nickname of the
"Cameron Crazies."
And since Littlejohn Coliseum
is also bigger than Cameron Indoor Stadium, this theoretically
gives students the potential to
outdo Duke. Regardless, say those
involved, the Clemson basketball
team needs the support of the
students.
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Baseball Tigers year ends with two losses
by Geoff Wilson
managing editor
With his team two victories
away from the College World
Series, Clemson head coach Bill
Wilhelm wasn't over confident
about his team's chances, but why?
"Experience," said Wilhelm.
His 35 years of coaching Clemson told him not to celebrate too
soon. His gut feelings proved to
be correct, as the Tigers lost two
consecutive games after winning
their first two to end their run at
the NCAA Mideast Regional in
Knoxville, Tenn..
CU came into the tournament
as the regional's second seed, behind host Tennessee and seemed
to be the favorite to make the
journey to Omaha.
The Tigers started off with a 73 victory over Rutgers. Clemson
got off to a quick start, scoring
three runs in the bottom of the
first, and it looked as if the rout
was on. However, Scarlet Knight
second baseman Joe Litterio answered in the top of the second
with a three-run blast, his first
career home run, off Chad Phillips.
The Tigers bounced right back
with two in their half of the
second, the last run coming on a
Billy McMillon double. Phillips
then settled down, and Jeff Sauve
pitched the final 21-3 innings for
the save. Keith Williams add two
mammoth solo home runs for the
final margin.
"Just to stay in the win column
the first day is important,"
Wilhelm said. "Chad did not
throw all that well, but he got
some help from his curve. We

file photo

After scoring 17 runs in the first two games of the NCAA Mideast Regional in Knoxville, the Tiger bats
went cold, as did the arms of CU pitchers. Clemson lost its next two games to end the year at 45 20
also didn't hit the ball that well,
save his (Williams') two hits."
Williams continued to be poison at the plate for the opposition
against Fresno State. After striking out in his first at bat, Williams
hit his third home run in four atbats, this one a two-run shot,
putting Clemson up 2-0.
The Bulldogs responded in the
bottom half of the inning, as Brad
Dandridge clubbed his own tworun shot to tie the score. Clemson
took control in the fifth, when,
with two men on, Shane Monahan
drove an 0-1 pitch over the tall
scoreboard in right field to put his
team on top 5-2. The Tigers added
four more in the eighth and one
in the for a 10-3 final score.

Clemson finished the game
with 18 hits.
"I^vejbeen in college baseball a
long time," said Wilhelm. "and 1
don't think I've ever seen a team
hit the ball as well.
"But you can't believe how bad
we can play," Wilhelm added,
seemingly trying not to appear
overconfident. His team proved
him right the next night.
Clemson again faced Fresno
State, and this time the two team
switched roles from the previous
game. The Bulldogs scored three
runs in the bottom of the first,
one in, the second and two more
in the'fifth to build a commanding 6-0 advantage en route to an
11-4 victory.

The Tigers attempted a comeback with four runs in the seventh but were held off the Bulldogs.
"We just didn't have it tonight," Wilhelm said. "That's just
the nature of the game. It's possible to go from 100 percent one
day to zero percent the next."
The Tigers then faced Kansas
on Memorial Day with the winner moving onto to rr^eet the
Bulldogs 30 minutes after the
first game. "It's a tough assignment. Not impossible; but real
tough," said Wilhelm.'
The task proved hot to be
impossible, but for the wrong team
as far as Tiger fans were concerned.

Kansas blew out the Tigers
then went on to upset the Bulldogs to advance to Omaha, themselves.
"I hesitate to believe we ought
to feel bad about the season as a
whole," Wilhelm said of his team's
ACC championship year. "The
team did much better than anyone expected-not a great season,
but a pretty good one.
"It looked like we were in great
position (after winning the first
two games in the regional). But
the other teams hit our pitching,
and we didn't hit theirs."
The Kansas game turned out
to be the last in Wilhelm's illustrious career when he retired at the
beginning of July.

TD's

654-3656

COMING SOON:
HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
• Wings $1.99 a dozen
•"Bucket of Rocks"
Rolling Rock Ponies
6 for $5.00
• House Brand Liquors
$2 (That's 2 for $4)
• Miller High Life
Longnecks* $1.25
NOW SERVING
Miller Genuine Draft
Bottles $1.75
$1.50 Happy Hour
Budweiser Tall Boys
$2.00

UPCOMING BANDS:
September 1-The Incredible Tinsley Ellis !!!
September 2 & 3-Harambef
Also Coming Soon:
Treadmill Trackster
DSF Earth Corps
Public Ayes
The Next Move
&

The Jagerettes
Kitchen Open Every Sunday
Serving All You Can Eat
Fried Chicken
12-7pm

«i

As Always, TD's Asks That You Please Drink Responsibly!
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Infusion of talent
key to quick start
continued from IB
blessed. The day the freshmen
arrived, the weather cooled off."
One notable defensive change has
been the institution of a four-man
defensive line.
The change from the traditional .three-man line was
prompted by the injury to outside
linebacker Darnell Stephens. The
new defense will be composed of
three defensive linemen and a
full-time rushing defensive end.
Instead of both ends having the
option to rush, one will always
rush, and the other will maintain
the option to rush.
Coach Hatfield is also very
pleased with the character and
worlcethic of the freshman class.
Although most will be red-shirted,

they are training intensely on the
practice field and in the weight
room in order to contribute next
season.
Hoping to forget about last
year's "swiss cheese" defense, linebacker Tim Jones and cornerback
Andre Humphrey have emerged
as very vocal motivator's while
the offense is guided by an assortment of leaders. With defending
ACC champion Florida State
looming two weeks away, Tiger
leadership and intensity will be a
key to success.
Editor's note: a full preview
of the upcoming football season
will appear in a separate eightpage section of the Sept.3 issue
of The Tiger.
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Terry Pridgin/staff photographer

Since the beginning of August, the Clemson football players have been going
through two-a-day workouts at the practice field complex. They have held two
controlled scrimmages in preparation tor the season opener Sept. 4 against
UNLV in Death Valley.

DILLON FENCE 101
A Syllabus of Sound
Class meets

Twq bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
• Pool
• Planned Activities
• Laundry Facilities
• 10 Minutes from campus
• Leasing for spring semester

Call for Details

Late Nite M-W-F, Prof. Martha Preston, Ph.D.
Class Schedule

DILLON FENCE

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat:
10:00-5:00
Sun:
1:00-5:00

(Weeks 4-6) Mammoth Record's first Dillon Fence
release is significant not only for its
seasonality, but also for its strong melodies
and catchy hooks. Note the evolution of Greg
Humphrey's vocal style. Essay question: What is
the role of the pop band in the information age?

Resident Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL

ROSEMARY

YOU TOO CAN BE A
lrlV-JlL-J#

Choice

COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
ROCK»COUNTRY*jAZZ»SOUL*CLASSICAL

Your total purchases will be kept on
our computer and you will receive a
$5.00 rebate for each $100.00 spent at
Listener's Choice.
To register, just fill out the form below
and bring it to Listener's Choice, 518
College Ave. (200 Victoria Square)
across the street from the Clemson
Post Office.

NAME
ADDRESS

(Weeks 7-9) Eleven songs under a groove,
Rosemary features "Daylight," "Hey Mockingbird"
and "I Will Break." Our study of Rosemary will
address the interplay between bassist Chris
Goode and drummer Scott Carle. Assignment: Learn
words to record and catch the band's live show.
(Weeks 10-12) Released during their U.S. tour
with Flat Duo Jets, the five-song Daylight' EP
contains two tracks from Rosemary plus the smash
"Sugarcane," a brilliant cover of Blondie's
"Dreaming" and an acoustic version of "Sad
Inheritance." View Daylight video for extra
credit.

-*-=-

"CHOICE LISTENER"

(Weeks 1-3) Originally released in 1989 and out
of print until June of this year, Dillon Fence's
debut is a textbook example of clean, jangly,
straightforward pop. Be prepared to discuss in
class the two-guitar dynamic featured in
"Something For You" and "Frances."

OUTSIDE IN

(Weeks 13-15) This amazing second album expands
on the pure pop foundation discussed earlier in
the course while adding a more immediate and
spontaneous sound. Note guitarist Kent Alphin's
vocal contributions and the band's movement
towards a more guitar-driven sound. Watch MTV's
120 Minutes for a visual supplement and prepare
for the release of the new EP "Any Other Way" in
October.

Course Materials Available at th* Fniiowinq T.^ations:
Manifest Disc
362 College Ave.

PHONE
BIRTHDAY
ID#

Listener's Choice
347 College Ave.

Catch Dillon Fence Sept. 16 at The Underground
(Driver's License, Clemson ID, or SSN)

You will receive a 10% discount on your first
purchase and become a "Choice Listener."

mammfith

CARR MILL 2ND FLOOR
CARR80RO, NC 27510
919-932-1882

Tiger Toons

The Features & Entertainment

Guide to 77ze Bger
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Summer movie round-up
at the Time-Out Corral

STAIRS W!TH-MV:FSET
T1EPTGS6TH9?. I
FELT uKE SUCH A
NERP, WITH HALF THE
SOCOL LAUgH'iNS
•N^iyFAce.

literal who's who of past and present SNL the trouble-making menace, and Walter
members. The original skits were never Matthau's accident prone Mr. Wilson is a
that funny to begin with, anyway. RAT- grumpy sight to behold. RATING: B+
Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story: A beautiWith fall approaching at full throttle, I ING: DDennis the Menace: Although there fully filmed biopic that entertains as well as
thought it would be fun to look back at
which movies this summer made me laugh, are some similarities between John Hughes' it enthralls. The film's unconventional style
of breaking down the reality barcry, or run screaming out the
rier with dreamlike confrontatheater. The following is a listing
tions
that" involve supernatural
in alphabetical order of the nuforces
and fight scenes that are
merous movies I saw, and a brief
actually variations on scenes from
summary of what I thought about
some of Lee's most popular movthem.
ies turns out to be a different
approach to a familiar story strucAnother Stakeout: Richard
ture. RATING: A+
Dreyfuss and Emilio Estevez team
The Firm: Though slow to get
up again for this fun sequel to the
started, The Firm becomes an
1987 original. It's an entertaininteresting thriller about a young
ing film that doesn't take itself
lawyer played by Tom Cruise
too seriously, and with Rosie
whose new job with a Southern
O'Donnell along for the ride the
law firm turns out to be more
humor never stops to take a leak.
Posse
(L,R):
Big
Daddy
Kane,
Stephen
than
he bargained for. The only
RATING: B+
problem is that many of the charConeheads: With the success Baldwin, Mario Van Peebles, Tiny Lister,
acters' motivations in the film
of Wayne's World, Dan Ackroyd Jr., Charles Lane & Tone Loc
aren't drawn out enough to toand Jane Curtain decided to don
tally
explain
many of the movie's points of
their cones once again for this big screen immensely popular Home alone series and
action,
especially
when it comes to Cruise's
version of their popular Saturday Night this movie, Dennis is more fun and more
Live sketch. Instead of becoming a quirky innocent than the money-making Culkin
see MOVIES, page 5C
fish out of water story, the film turns into a series. Mason Gamble is actually likable as
\>y Chris Moore
staff writer

^'WHEN I S.MALLyGEAOiiiv'MY PKTlNA'nOhi, X LOST MY <?AL-ANC£
ENTERING MY CLASSROOM ANP FELL ON TOP OF THIS 6[R- I HA?
A CRUSH ON.'

"THE WHOLE CLASS, U-ICU&MG THE" TEACHER, LAU&HEP AT ME
AS SHE 60T 'JP; MCKEP ME !N THE GUT, AMP TRCVTTEPOFF,

L£A\/lrt6 We LYIMS THERE fi_A,T OM MY FACE. "
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Tears for Fears - Elemental
Oleta Adams - Evolution
Short Takes: all new
condenced music reviews

Hard Target, starring JeanClaude Van Damme and
Yancy Butler
1
Summer Movie Round-up
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Guide to a stress-free semester
This is the beginning of my
third year of college. Looking
back on the time I have spent
here, I realize there are a number of things, both practical and
personal, that I wish someone
had told me, things I was forced
to figure out on my own.
When I first came to
Clemson, I found myself rooming with two people who were
less than friendly. As many
veterans of on-campus living
know, the folks over at housing
don't always pick compatible
people to room together.
I did not know that it is
fairly easy for students to change
rooms if they find themselves
stuck in a bad rooming situation. The housing department
will work with students, assuming they show themselves to be
determined enough.
The next problem I was faced
with was in the classroom. It
seems that some of the worst
professors I have had at
Clemson were teaching most of

my freshman level classes. There cause a professor to lose his or her
could be a couple of reasons for job.
The students, are paying the
this.
As freshmen or even sopho- university plenty of money to
mores, students generally do not provide them with the best educaknow as much about the depart- tion possible. Do not allow yourments or the reputations of vari- self to be cheated out of
what you deserve.
ous professors.
Juniors and seniors can avoid
Along the same
classes with professors who lack lines, when you do
good teaching skills. Then those find a professor that
professors are either forced
improve their teching techTerrell Johnson
niques or find themselves
teaching to an empty classtime-out editor
room.
Another reason for this
trend brings me to my second bit you really like, take the time to
of advice. What many lower stop by his or her office. Get to
classmen and women do not real- know your professors and allow
ize is that there are mechanisms them the opportunity to gfet to
set up for students to deal with know you as well.
unsatisfactory professors.
When you know your profesWe can file a grievance with sor outside the classroom, he or
the department. After a certain she tends to take a more personal
number of students do so, the interest in your progress in the
department will take action. These class.
The professor will be more
grievances are, taken very seriously and, in some cases, can likely to help you out when you

are having trouble in the class.
Also, later on you will need references for jobs or graduate school.
The next issue 1 want to address is class scheduling. First of
all, do not be afraid to go through
drop-add, however tedious it may
be.
Just ask any student who
failed for whatever reason
to drop a class in which he
or she was doing poorly or
never attended.
. It is bad enough to fail a
class in which you put forth
an effort, but it is silly to
receive a failing grade that
you didn't even earn.
Keep in mind that the course
requirements in our majors are
not set in stone. A student can
substitute a course that is more
suitable to him or her but still
satisfies the aims of the department.
The process requires a number
of different signatures, but it is
worth it if a student can save him
or hefself from taking an extra

class.
As many of us have noticed,
the administration does not go
out of its way to make sure
everything is going well for
each and every student.
It is often extremely difficult to accomplish even the
smallest task on campus. Just
keep in mind that the faculty
and staff are far more likely to
take us and our problems seriously if we present ourselves
with confidence. They are here
to help us and we should not
be afraid to ask or even demand their assistance.
My last bit of advice is keep
in mind that our years in college are unique. Never again
will we have such an opportunity to try so many new things
and meet so many different
kinds of people.
Don't let it pass you by.
Make as many friends as you
can and join as many organizations as you have time. Keep
busy and have fun.

Tears for Fears and Oleta Adams, together again
by Terr} Manning
staff writer

by Terrell Johnson
time-out editor

filled with upbeat melodies and
buoyant instrumental, but upon
closer listening, the sound takes
.#.
At first glance, the latest release by_ on a darker tone.
Tears for Fears titled Elemental appears to
The lyrics speak of isolation
SgaB%8»aww«gaj%j
be yet another attempt by an 80s pop band and loss of faith. This contrast
to make a come back. Sure, the album is between the music and the words
sets Elemental above
the recent stream of
come backs.
Lead singer/song
writer Roland Orzabal
features lyrics with a
more ironic tone. For
example, in the fifth
track "Dog's a Best
Friend's Dog" he
croons "Tell Mr.
Godot I'm walking the
Tears for Fears - Elemental
dog." Then in "Fish
RATING: AOut of Water" Orzabal
sings
"Now
JNOW
in
Neptune's kitchen you will be food Orzabal is talking about. He says himfor killer whales."' Actually, self, "There's not really a message."
Neptune's kitchen is Orzabal's at
The tracks on Elemental have the
home recording studio.
full sound of a large group of musicians
There is also a hint of humor in when in fact there are basically only
lyrics like "It's in the way you're three people playing on the alhum.
always hiding from the light ,/
Strangely enough, the full-bodied
Fast off to heaven just like Moses melodies, the careful layering of soulful
on a motorbike."
lines, and the overall lack of meaning
Unfortunately, when you actu- does combine to produce an album that
ally read the lyrics of an entire is definitely worth having. Don't let the
Roland Orzabal of Tears for Fears
song, it is hard to figure out what pop sound fool you.

Perhaps the best way to describe
the music of songstress Oleta Adams
is to say that she is everything
Anita Baker was supposed to be: a
pop music interpreter who mixes
jazz sounds with the heart and
sincerity of a torch song singer to
make simply incredible music.
Add to this the fact that Adams
is also an estimable songwriter and
you have the reasons her latest
album, Evolution, is such a treasure.
Adams was discovered by the
pop band Tears for Fears while she
was entertaining in the lounge of a
hotel in Kansas City; the duo
accreditted her with inspiring the
soulful sounds of their hit "Woman
In Chains," on which Adams' voice
was featured.
She sang "Don't Let The Sun
Go Down Oh Me" on the Elton
John-Bernie Taupin tribute Two
Rooms. Her last album Circle Of
One .featured the smash hit "Get
Here," which rode to the top of the
charts on Gulf War sentiment.
Under the masterful guidance
of producer Stewart Levine (Joe
Sample, the Crusaders, Simply
Red), Evolution showcases Adams'
beautiful, smoky alto, her service-

EVOLUTION

Oleta Adams - Evolution
RATING: A
t. >uiPM<tiiii»ti-i<ieiiii(.
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able piano playing and lush accompaniment from esteemed jazz sessionmen like
Freddie Washington, Tom Scott and
David Sanborn.
The first single, "I Just Had To Hear
Your Voice," is the tale of a lover who
can't keep up her end of a promise of a
trial separation: "Please don't be mad at
me/ 'Cause.I really did the best I could/
Not to dial your number, but it didn't do
much good/ Hung the phone up so
many times/ 'Til I didn't have a choice/
I just had to hear your voice."
Written by the same songwriters who
crafted Whitney Houston's "Run to You,"
the song is the album's best showcase of
Adam's vocal range. This track was written as a showstopper and it definitely has
turned out to be one.
Other standout tracks include "My
Heart Won't Lie," "Hold Me For A While"
(written by Adams), Diane Warren's
"The Day I Stop Loving You," and covers
of James Taylor's "Don't Let Me Be
Lonely Tonight" as well as Billy Joel's
"New York State of Mind."
. c s iiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiTrrn-ri!
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Hard Target to miss School Days Horoscope
doesn't require a lot of emotion or acting
ability, the Chance character turns out to
be his best role to date, plus luckily we
In the new action film Hard Target, don't have to suffer through another unJean-Claude Van Damme stars as a myste- necessary exposure of his gluteus maximus
rious seaman in New Orleans named like in past Van Damme flicks. As usual,
Chance who happens upon a young Van Damme's biggest stumbling block seems
woman(Yancy Butler) who's searching for to be his thick French accent, because most
of his dialogue
her lost father.
comes off not
When Chance
very undertries to help the
standable and
woman, he acciflat, but as aldentally uncovers
ways his roundthe truth about an
house kicks still
underground orspeak volumes.
ganization that
Beyond Van
supplies high-payDamme's
role,
ing clients with a
the
rest
of
the
chance to hunt
cast
includes
the ultimate prey:
many familiar
human beings,
faces. Lance
namely homeless
Henriksen(A/iens)
Vietnam veterdoes a delians.
ciously evil turn
.Directed by faas the main
mous Hong Kong
man behind all
director John
of the illegal
W o o ( T h e
hunting pracKiller), the style
tices. Yancy
of this picture is
Butler seems to
much different
play the same
than the garden
strong-willed
variety action piccharacter
as the
Jean-Claude Van Damme stars as
ture.
one
she
did
on
Overflowing
Chance. RATING: A+
the
summer
with an abundance of slow-motion techniques, dissolves, TV show, South Beach and Wilford
fades, and freeze-frame photography, Woo Brimley goes from being a Southern law
cinematically orchestrates a barrage of cho- firm villain in The Firm to being a whiskeyreographed violence transforms many making Cajun good guy in this movie.
If not for Woo's input into the project,
scenes into an explicit ballet of gunfire and
explosions. The death toll seems endless, Hard Target would have probably been
but so is Woo's expansive visionary style just like any other action film of the past.
that adds depth and meaning to the on- In fact, it would have been just another
screen actions of his film's violent charac- Van Damme movie, but luckily the
kickboxing wonder got Woo to come to
ters.
Because Vain Damme's part actually America. The rest, as they say, is action
movie history.
by Chris Moore
staff writer

b;y Tracy & Muffin
apprentice astrologers very excited
about their first publication
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Run
straight to Walmart and take advantage of all those bargains on #2 pencils
and wide ruled paper. They even sell
that paper with the dotted lines so you
can form your letters properly. You'll
need it.
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) You're in
college now and that Du/ces of Hazard
lunch box just doesn't command the
respect it used to. Try something new:
brown bag it.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) School's
in and that means no more afternoon
swims in your plastic Mickey Mouse
pool in the backyard. Don't be too
distressed. The reflecting pool may not
have a picture of Goofy on the bottom
of it, but it does have nifty sprinklers.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) After
a long, hot day of classes, you deserve
a break. Grab some cookies and milk
and plop down in front of the TV.
Catch up on the adventures of the
Rescue Rangers or probe the hidden
meanings behind the Tiny Toons.
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) Back
to school means new fall wardrobes.
Head on over to Penny's or Sears and
check out the latest styles. They even
have special color coded tags to let you
know whether clothes match or not.
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) Fall's on
its way. No more catching lightening
bugs, pinching off their butts and wiping that neato glow-in-the-dark goo on
your tee shirt. C'est la vie. Try sniffing
glue. It's almost as cool.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) The first
week of class has passed and you have
already met The-boy-who-eats-paste and

The-kid-whopicks-her-nose-&-eats-theboogers. It's time to make a name for
yourself as well. Try "Tiny-Bladder" or
"Drools-in-his-sleep" on for size.
Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 19) Having
trouble keeping awake in those early
morning classes? Here's a tip. Wake up
ten minutes before class starts, jump in
the shower after all the hot water has
been used up and book it over to
Harcombe for a hard biscuit. Then run
breathlessly into class late and tell your
professor about how you were stuck in
the elevator and had to claw your way
out. A real pick me up.
Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20) You
often find yourself easily bored in class.
It is time to resort to drastic measures.
Come to class and pretend you have
laryngitis and need an interpreter. Or
wrap an ace bandage around your arm
and ask someone to copy down the
notes for you in duplicate, one for him
and one for you.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20) You are
very excited about seeing your friends
after a long summer apart and are
looking for some ways to reacquatnt
yourselves. Get a group together for a
rousing game of Duck, Duck, Goose or
Old Maid. But be sure to be home by
dark so the Boogie Man won't get you.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) Feeling
crabby? Maybe you should have that
checked out over at Redfern.
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) You need a
quiet place to study. Try the library.
Learn those history time lines to the
gentle rhythm of the librarians legs
scraping together as she walks. Review
those mathematical theorems to the
melodic sound of sniffling and snorting.
Read Shakespeare while listening to the
delicate rise and fall of the guy snoring
at the next table. Enjoy.

Not valid with 1/2 price pizza. © 1993 Pizza Hut, Inc. Limited-time offer at participating units. Limited delivery area where applicable.
BIGFOOT is a trademark of Big Sur Restaurant, Inc. Pizza Hut, Inc., Licensee. BIGFOOT" character design ©1993 Pizza Hut, Inc.

FOR FREE DELIVERY, CALL:
Limited Delivery Area.
Our driver's carry no more than $20.00

CLEMSON PIZZA HUT RESTAURANT

f™2

DELIVERY

NO COUPON REQUIRED
TM

4Iut»
DiNilN*MRYOUT*DEUVERY

DI»CAR™
MEDIUM
SPECIALTY PIZZA
& MEDIUM
1 l-TOPPING PIZZA

i $11.99
I» Sausage Lover's® • Supreme
• Veggie Lover's® • Pepperoni Lover's®
• Meat Lover's®

Pi£ta4Iuk
UP TO 3 TOPPINGS

99

Often expires 9 15 93.V.II1 « P.-tld..*, Pl=« «"'9 •*■"■ "*

31953 Pizzi Hot Inc. 1/70 cent cash tedemi lion value

ANY MEDIUM PIZZA

HOPPING

99

Rizxa
4lut,

$3 OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA
$
2 0FF

CARRY0UT
ONLY!
No coupon required. Nol valid
with any other offer or 1/2 price pizza.
Limited delivery jrei wkcte ipplicable. C1993 Picu Hut. Inc.

pi^xa
-Hut.
Offers expires 9,15-93. Valid at Participates Pin* Hut® wild*. Not
valid with any onet m dlflfoot'" pina. UmHtd delivery ar«*.
© 1993 Pizza Hul, Inc. 1/20 cent cash redempiion v3lut
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Manager Spotlight:

Food for Thought

Ben Wofford, Location Manager
Harcombe Food Court

Ben Wofford is standing in the middle of a cavernous
room, surrounded by building materials, busy construction workers, noise and dust. He is smiling as
he surveys the progress of what will soon be the new
Harcombe Food Court, a project he believes will
dramatically improve Clemson Dining Service in
both service and quality. 'The food court atmosphere will make dining more personal as well as
By R. Cameron Schauf, Food Services Administrator
expedite service," Wofford says enthusiastically.
'The installation of new cooking equipment and
• Low in fat because fat, particularly fat in foods
Your good health may depend on your learning more
thorough training of emfrom animal sources, increases the chance of
about yourself. Are you at your healthy weight? Are
ployees in the latest
heart attacks, strokes, and certain types of canyour blood pressure and blood cholesterol levels too
cooking techniques and
cer.
high? If so, diet or medicine your doctor prescribes
in customer service can
may help reduce them. Generally, the sooner a
only serve to improve
• Low in salt because salt promotes high blood
problem is found, the easier it is to treat.
the overall quality of
pressure in some people. High blood pressure can
The foods Americans have to choose from are
foods and service."
also trigger heart attacks and strokes.
varied, plentiful, and safe to eat. (Unless you happen
The Anderson, South
to swallow the plastic Dino from the box of Fruity
Carolina native worked
• Low in sugar because sugar provides "empty"
Pebbles.) "Dietary Guidelines for Americans" can
his way up the success
calories, devoid of all vitamins and minerals, and
help you choose a diet that is both healthful and
ladder the hard way. He
excess calories turn all too easily into body fat.
enjoyable.
tossed pizza dough in a
Clemson restaurant for
As part of a healthy diet, selecting TYR foods can
Wofford
six years before becomhelp you meet your daily goals of less than 300 mg
ing that restaurant's evening manager. By 1984,
cholesterol; less than 30 percent of your calories
Dietary Guidelines for Americans
armed with valuable food and customer service
from fat (averages 55-65 grams for women and 85experience, it seemed only natural to join ARA. as the
95 grams for men) and 4,000-5,000 mg sodium. All
Eat a variety of foods.
evening manager for Harcombe. Promotions came
Treat Yourself Right menu items are identified by
Maintain healthy weight.
quickly after this move, and by 1989 he was named
line cards listing caloric, protein, fat and sodium
Choose a diet low in fat, saturated fat, and
to his current position of Location Manager for
information. By the end of Fall Semester 1993, all
cholesterol.
Harcombe, the largest of the five dining halls on
menu items in Harcombe, Schilletter and Clemson
Choose a diet with plenty of vegetables, fruits
campus, where he oversees 130 employees and
House will have the same information on their menu
and grain products.
eight other managers.
cards. Other nutritional information will be proUse sugars only in moderation.
His managerial responsibilities also include planvided throughout all our campus operations.
Use salt and sodium only in moderation.
ning menus for the board operations and handling
In addition to our Treat Yourself Right program,
If you drink alcoholic beverages, do so in
many catering responsibilities. One of these caterwe offer a variety of foods and beverages in all our
moderation.
ing tasks includes providing box lunches for ticket
operations. We use cholesterol free eggs in the
holders in the private skybox suites on the north
Canteen and the Fernow Street Cafe and light
side of the football stadium during home games.
dressings and skim milk are available at all dining
Wofford is also talented at carving culinary masservice locations. We use only Healthy Choice deli
These guidelines call for moderation, avoiding
terpieces from ice, cheese, and fruit. He learned this
meats at the Canteen. While I believe that it is our
extremes in diet. Both eating too much and eating
difficult artistic skill by attending classes sponsored
responsibility to offer our customers healthier altertoo little can be harmful. Also, be cautious of diets
by the prestigious Culinary Institute of America.
natives , it is our business to give you what you want.
based on the belief that a food or supplement alone
Carving a model of the Brooks Performing Arts
It's your choice. Just a word of caution: Trusting
can cure or prevent disease.
Center and a Clemson class ring out of cheese are
your health to a steady diet of Fruity Pebbles and
Clemson Dining Service offers many programs
two of Wofford's most memorable carvings. A train
french fries is not a wise decision. But if you do,
and products aimed at helping our customers make
and four cars he carved from ice for a Dining Servicewatch out for Dino!
healthier choices. Treat Yourself Right (TYR) is an
sponsored Christmas fete remains one of Wofford's
ARA program that gives our customers in Harcombe,
all-time-favorite and most challenging displays. His
Schilletter, Clemson House and Lindsey's healthy
next carving assignments include all of the ice
If there are any issues you like to see discussed
menu choices that are always available and always
displays for the Harcombe Food Court Grand Openin this column, if you have any questions, or if
identified.
ing which will be held August 30 through September
you want to know how Kenny is doing, please feel
This program was developed in direct response to
4.
free to call me at 656-1387 or write to me. My
consumers' demand for good tasting foods that are
"I enjoy different food presentation approaches
office is located in 208 University Square.
lower in fat, salt and sugar. To provide our customwith the use of ice and cheese," Wofford says. "But
ers with the healthy food choices they want, TYR
what I love most about my job is trying to pull it all
recipes are:
together and satisfy our students. The students
know what they want and I encourage them to tell
me. I incorporate that into my work philosophy by
trying to implement their suggestions, even if I have
to explain why a particular suggestions may not be
feasible.
^ r\f\r\
"My goal is to make the dining experiI «7«sO ence at Clemson one of the best in the
country. To do this, I must listen to input
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
from students—our customers—the
•4
LUNCH
people we serve. It is important to me
4
3
■ Cheese Steak Pita 2
LUNCH
LUNCH
LUNCH
that we try our best to meet the students'
Pork Lo Mein
Stromboli
Fried Perch
Beef Burgundy with
expectations, and they expect the best.
DINNER
Vegetable Lasagna
Taco Salad-Chicken
Noodles
Beef Roulade
DINNER
DINNER
Pizza Sub
It's up to us to give it to them."
Baked Tomato/

Treat Yourself Right... and we can help!

September

Clemson House Specials

Broccoli Casserole
C
«*

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$7

DINNER
Tacos
-j O SUNDAY
■ ^ BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$7

6
LUNCH
Rib-E-Ques
Fried Catfish Nuggets
DINNER
German Pot Roast
Baked Spaghetti

13

7
LUNCH
Italian Meatball Sub
Chicken & Dumplings
DINNER
Fried Chicken
Sliced Roast Beef au jus

14

8

LUNCH
Buffalo Wings
Italian Sub
DINNER
Cavatini
Crispy Baked Fish

1.5

LUNCH
Chcken Pot Pie
Stuffed Shells Marinaro
DINNER
Swiss Steak
Sliced Roast Turkey

LUNCH
Meatloaf

DINNER
Enchiladas
Herb Baked Chicken

LUNCH
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Antonio's Chicken
DINNER
Chicken Fettucini
Pizza Rounds

■* Q SUNDAY
• «* BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$7

OA LUNCH
^" Steak&Onion Sub
Ham & Macaroni
au Gratin

DINNER
Turkey Tetrazine
French Dip Sandwich

DINNER
BBQ Ribs
Chicken & Dumplings

OC SUNDAY
^O BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$7

oy LUNCH
^ * Shrimp Salad
Croissants
Edgar's Chili

DINNER
Grilled Ham
Beef & Macaroni

DINNER
Grilled Chopped Sirloin
Rotatouille

Ravioli
Sweet & Sour Pork

9

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich
Cajun Roasted Chicken
DINNER
Grilled Ham
Turkey & Dressing

16

Patty Melt
Linguini Primavera

10
LUNCH
Shrimp Fried Rice
Steak & Onion Sub
DINNER
Country Style Steak
Ginger Broiled Fish

17

DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

11
LUNCH
Spaghetti & Meatballs
Corn Dogs
DINNER
Chicken & Dumplings
Vegetable Egg Roll

18

DINNER
Lasagna
Fried Fish

LUNCH
Pork Egg Rolls
Tacos
DINNER
Fried Chicken
Quiche Lorraine

LUNCH
Sloppy Joe
Fried Chicken Wings
DINNER
Shrimp Egg Rolls
Beef Stew over Rice

LUNCH
Chicken a la King
Pocket Pitas
DINNER
Ham & Broccoli Roll-up

21

22

LUNCH
Cavatini
Monte Carlo
DINNER
Fish Dijon
Meatball Stroganoff

LUNCH
Chicken Filet Sandwich
Ham & Cheese Quiche
DINNER
Beef Pot Pie
Chicken Parmesan

23

24

OC LUNCH
~*J Ham Quesadillas
BBQ Beef Sand.
& Rice

LUNCH
Rib-E-Ques
Chicken Fried Steak
DINNER
Pizza
Salisbury Steak

OO LUNCH
OQ LUNCH
^" Turkey & Dressing ^^ Cheese Steak Pita
LUNCH
Pizza Rounds
Pork Lo Mein
Stromboli
DINNER
DINNER
Vegetable Lasagna
Spaghetti
Beef Roulade
DINNER
Baked Fish with
Baked Tomato &
Ravioli
Lemon Pepper
Broccoli Casserole
Sweet & Sour Pork

30

LUNCH
Baked Ziti w/Meatballs
Fish Sandwich
DINNER
Lite Italian Baked Fish
Skillet Pork & Noodles

Clemson House
Monthly Promotions
September is
'Treat Yourself Right" Month
September 9

DINNER
Chinese Beef & Peppers
Linguini Marinara

Steak Kabob Dinner at the Grill

$g50

September 15
"Treat Yourself Right" Night
Free small salad
with purchase of a TYR entree.

mmrnmmmmm
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Canteen Specials
SUNDAY

MONDAY

September 1993

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

THURSDAY

2

6
Pizza Slice
990

7

Combo

1/4# Cheeseburger
French Fries

O
Small
Tossed Salad
990

20 oz. Fountain Drink

13

14

Stir-Fry

Pizza Slice
990

20

21

Combo

Small
Tossed Salad
990

20 oz. Lemonade

Pizza Slice
990

27

1D
Breadstix
750

22

$3.89

26

Big Cookie
750

Combo

17

1/4# Cheeseburger
French Fries

"Face In The Pie"
Eating Contest

20 oz. Fountain Drink

ai the Canteen
& Fernow Street Cate

28

Combo

29

20 oz. Fountain Drink

30

18
Banana Split
$3.25

Pizza Slice 990

24

Big Cookie
750

(1903)
250 Off
Any Ice Cream Cone

Small
Tossed Salad
990

Any Burrito
Regular Fries

23

Birthday ot the
Ice Cream Cone

Small
Ice Cream Sundae
$1.50

Pizza Slice
990

$2.99

Chick-Fil-A
Waffle Fries

Pizza Slice
990

15

11

10

20 oz. Lemonade

Small
Tossed Salad
990

Egg Roll
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49

19

9

Small
Ice Cream Sundae
$1.50

Pizza Slice
990

Combo

$2.99

n

September Special!!!

ANY
SINGLE TOPPING
PIZZA

$ oo

25

5

DINE-IN OR CARRY OUT

•

Stir-Fry

Breadstix
750

ITZA
Pizza
Specials

Beef & Cheddar
Sandwich
$2.49

Pizza Slice
990

$3.89

Combo

SATURDAY

4

French Dip
Sandwich
$2.49

Chick-Fil-A
Waffle Fries

$2.99

12

Combo

FRIDAY

3

Philly Steak
& Cheese
Sandwich
$2.49

5

TIME-OUT/ Page 5C

Egg Roll
20 oz. Fountain Drink

Healthy
Happenings

$3.49

brought to you by the
Nutrition Committee

Board Plan Specials
SUNDAY

MONDAY

September 1993

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY I THURSDAY
1

FRIDAY

I SATURDAY

PREMIUM
NIGHT

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

HARCOMBE GRAND OPENING AUGUST 30-SEPTEMBER 4
7
'
Changing Scenes:
Italian

12
Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

PREMIUM
NIGHT

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

HO
1
°

14

PREMIUM
NIGHT

Changing Scenes:
Italian

8

(lunch)
Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

15

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

10

11

Changing Scenes:
Italian

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

1/j Happy Birthday
w
September

17

18

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Changing Scenes:
Italian

24

25

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

HUBBA
BUBBA
SUBS

(lunch)
Special guest
at Schiiletter—
Dr. Max Lennon

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

19

"EAT YOUR
21 VEGETABLES"
22

20

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

26

27

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

BUFFET
(dinner)
Changing Scenes:
Mexican

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

NIGHT

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

29

28

23 PREMIUM

Changing Scenes:
Italian

Changing Scenes:
Italian

PREMIUM
NIGHT

30

Sundaes
on Wednesday
(dinner)

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

September 1993

Fernow Street Cafe Specials
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

THURSDAY

2 Quarter Pound

FRIDAY

3

SATURDAY

4

Cheeseburger

Chicken Tenders
$2.75

BBQ Plate
$1.89

French Fries
16 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.75

5

C

Labor Day
Working Man's
Meal

Ham Sandwich
16 oz. Fountain Drink
$2.49

12

13
Grilled Chicken
Sandwich
$2.29

'Breakfast Only
Biscuit &
Sausage Gravy
One Biscuit

700

8
Chicken Tenders
$2.75

10

9
Beef & Cheddar
Sandwich
$2.75

20
Fried Chicken
Sandwich
$2.09

14Quarter Pound
Cheeseburger
French Fries
16 oz. Fountain Drink

17

15

16

Chicken Tenders
$2.75

Philly Cheese Steak
Sandwich
$2.75

27
Breakfast Only
Steak Biscuit
990

21

22

Breakfast Only
2 Sausage Biscuits
$1.85

Chicken Tenders
$2.75

28
French Dip
Sandwich
$2.75

18

"Face In The Pie"
Eating Contest
at the Canteen
& Fernow Street Cale

BBQ Plate $1.89

24

23

Quarter Pound
Cheeseburger

French Fries
16 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.75

26

Fish Sandwich
$1.89

Two Biscuits ..$1.25

$2.75

19

11

29
Chicken Tenders
$2.75

30
Chili Dog
990

Fish Sandwich
$1.89

25

SEPTEMBER IS
NATIONAL RICE MONTH
SLIM DOWN CHALLENGE
The Joseph F. Sullivan Wellness
Center invites all faculty, staff, and
students, along with community
members, to participate in (he slim
down and exercise challenge for six
weeks with registration on Monday.
September 6. This program is a team
approach to weight loss and exercise
with four or five members needed for
each team. Each week points are
tallied for pounds lost and amount of
exercise performed daily. Weekly
seminars are held to aid individuals
in fulfilling their goals. Prizes are
awarded to each member of the top
winning teams. The cost of the program is $10 per individual. Start
forming your teams now. Don't forget
to register from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.. Monday. September 6.
For more information call Ron
Alexander. Director of the Wellness
Center, at 656-5479.
WELLNESS CHALLENGE
The Joseph F. Sullivan Wellness
Center will be adding an additional
Wellness Challenge this fall to invite
participants who have never taken
part in the challenge during the first
seven years. The program will be open
to all students, faculty, staff, and
community members. The program
is a health screen and exercise
participation event. Individuals are
scheduled for a pre-analysis screening
that includes blood pressure, pulse,
weight, height, cholesterol, flexibility,
and body composition. Individuals
are required to exercise the minimum
of three limes a week and encouraged
to limit fat and sodium intake. At the
end of the nine-week program, the
individual will make a second appointment and receive the same measurements and lab procedures as their
post-analysis. This program has
demonstrated overall improvement in
health. The cost of the program is
$40. The program will begin with
registration on Monday. August 30.
and will run for nine weeks.
For more information call Ron
Alexander, Director of the Wellness
Center, at 656-5479.

Value Your Health!
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TheTiger's Own
"Quick and Dirty"
Music Reviews

§ | i
Ten Inch MenPretty Vultures
The Ten Inch Men
come up short. Don't
bother with this one.
It sounds like bad
Motley Crue GlamRock Wanna-bes. .

indie, Grass Records. This re-release is locally
available at Listener's Choice and Manifest,
and is available on CD. Go get a copy, and
check 'em out at Edgar's on September 1-1
Their tour starts shortly there after and the
band may not return to Clemson for a while.
RATING: A {S.C.}

.sucks.
RATING: Doesn't deserve one. {S.C.}
X-Hey Zeus
This effort from
John Doe and
Exene Cervenka
deserves a good
listen. Check out
"Clean like Tomorrow" and "Country
at War." Cool!!!
RATING: B + {S.C.)

mm

Sunbrain
Perfection Lies
Finally, one of
Clemson's own gets
some well deserved
respect, with a top

Paw - Dragline
■ Add a new category to
the ever-burgeoning list
of grunge rock labels:
"Kansas grunge." This
long-haired foursome
from the heartland were
the focus of an extensive label bidding war long
before their major-label debut, Dragline, ever hit
store shelves, and for good reason; Paw mixes
Marshall amps with country twang in the sort of
weird-yet-earnest fashion that turns topics like
livestock and car wrecks into prime headbanger
material. If it all sounds a little strange, check out
"Jessie," written from the point-of-view of a faithful dog, and hear the sounds of grinding guitars
and pedal steels crashing together in glorious
metal mayhem. Life on the farm sure ain't what it
used to be.
RATING: B+{R.C.}

Rod Stewart Unplugged... And
Seated

All right, so this is
another excuse to
cash in on the current
Unplugged craze and make some quick cash
between studio albums. So what? Eric
Clapton got six Grammies when he did it,
and his record didn't even have Ronnie
Wood. And don't underestimate the lone
Stone's power; under the guidance of his
former Faces mate, Stewart sounds more
alive on this recording than he did during
most of the last decade. It's not exactly
groundbreaking (half the selections are older
than I am), but the combination of strong
songs and passionate performances makes
Unplugged... And Seated so much fun you
don't care. Hey, throw in another Van
Morrison or Tom Waits cover and we might
be talking career revival here.
RATING: B+ {R.C}
This section was compiled by Sean Cook
{S.C.} and Richard Challen {R.C.}. Next
week features Short Takes from Porno for
Pyros, Billy Idol, and many others.

Harcombe Grand Opening/
Clemson "Spirit Blitz"
HARCOMBE FOOD COURT HOURS OF OPERATION

FOOD COURT

Schedule of Events

Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
Lunch

Deli
Dinner

Sunday, August 15,1993

Tuesday, August 31,1993

at Harcombe Food Court

at Harcombe Food Court

Opening day. Open to public beginning with
lunch.

Carved fruit display incorporating the Harcombe Food
Court logo. Prizes to be given away include six pairs of
Memorial Stadium skybox tickets for a home football
game courtesy of the Clemson Athletic Department.
Football ticket distribution and t-shirts for juniors.

Wednesday, August 18,1993,12 Noon
Freshman Kickoff at Memorial Stadium
Free ITZA Pizza and t-shirts to all freshman in attendance.
Freshmen get to run down the hill and touch "the rock."
Coach Ken Hatfield and Clemson University football
players will be on hand for autographs and pictures. Sign
up for Harcombe Grand Opening ribbon cutters.

Monday, August 30,1993,10:30 a.m.
Ribbon Cutting at Harcombe Food Court

Saturday & Sunday

Monday-Friday

Wednesday, September 1,1993

7-9:30 a.m.
9:30-10:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.-1:45 p.m.
(Mon., Wed., & Fri.)
10:45 a.m.-2:10 p.m.
(Tue. & Thur.)
1:45-4 pm.
:
4:30-7 p.m.

Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

7-9:30 a.m. (Sat.)
8-9:30 a.m. (Sun.)
9:30-10:30 a.m.
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
4:30-6:30 p.m.

Friday, September 3,1993
at Harcombe Food Court
ROCK 101 remote as precursor to the First Friday
Parade. Coca-Cola will be sold in souvenir cups. There
will be a cheese display incorporating the new Harcombe
Food Court logo. Prizes to be given away include a Giant
Yukon Mountain Bike to the wildest Clemson fan outfit,
sponsored by Sunshine Cycle Shop of Clemson.

a
:,

First Friday Parade and Pep Rally at Clemson
Amphitheater, 6:30 p.m.

at Harcombe Food Court
dreamclock (local rock 'n roll band) at dinner in the
courtyard. A-1 Steak Night. Prizes to be given away
include an acoustic guitar and 1,500 Kellogg's beach
balls. Coca-Cola will be sold in souvenir cups. Football
ticket distribution and t-shirts for sophomores. Ice carving
demonstration at lunchtime with ice cream sundaes.

Saturday, September 4,1993
at Harcombe Food Court
Focus on alumni and kids. "Tiger Cub Club" booth.
Clemson Football vs. UNLV at Memorial Stadium, 1 p.m.
Clemson Soccer vs. Radford at Clemson Soccer Field, 7

Freshmen who sign up will cut the ribbon with Dr. Max
Lennon. Guests will include Clemson leaders, Harcombe
"greats" such as Charlie Cannon, lead cook for 44 years,
and Luther Fields, former Food Service Director at
Clemson for 30 years. Mr. David Green, the oldest living
employee, will be on hand to tell us how it "used to be."
Clemson ROTC historical color guard will present the
colors. Giant cakes featuring the new Harcombe Food
Court logo will be cut and served. A Bell South portable
phone, sponsored by the Clemson Radio Shack, will be
given away. Football ticket distribution and t-shirts for
seniors. Radio station WSBF during dinner. Coca-Cola
will be sold in souvenir cups.

Thursday, September 2,1993
at Harcombe Food Court
Nacho Bar at lunchtime. Prizes to be given.away include
a 7-Day Meal Plan for the spring semester, courtesy of
Clemson University Business Services. Football ticket
distribution and t-shirts for freshmen.

p.m.

Daily, August 30-September 4,1993
at Harcombe Food Court
Lunch tours and history display. Prizes to lucky customers from local merchants and University services. Prizes
include a CD player, portable stereo system, gift certificates from Green Leaf Flowers, Kelly's BP, Ole Norm's,
Listener's Choice, ITZA Pizza, and Trends.
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Wete glad
you'reAhere!
•3S

MIL
This is the time of year that many colleges and universities go to great lengths to welcome freshmen to their
campuses. The professionals of Clemson University's
Business Services realize there are many important
people on this campus who are here year-round. Many
of you have been faithful customers for years and we
truly appreciate your loyalty.
To the freshmen we extend a hearty welcome and to the
returning upperclassmen we say, "Welcome Back." All
of you are important to us and to all of you we say:

We're glad
you're, here
ifciJL
/

■up are
ibe

* a"'

All of our employees will be wearing buttons with this
phrase. It is our way of telling you that whether you are
a freshman, a returning student, faculty or staff of
Clemson University, we are happy to see you!

,il(;on

„3.m.
W,7

Tell Us
What
You
Think..

Business Services is a campus provider of goods and services. We are your campus operations. Our mission is to
continually improve our product offerings and services to
meet our customers' needs, thereby allowing us to fulfill
our obligation to the campus community. We can only
achieve our goal if we hear from you. What are we doing
right? What are we doing wrong? Are there additional
services you would like to see on campus? All of our operations have suggestion boxes. Use them, or give us a call. We
want to hear from you because we care.

TIME-OUT/ Page 7C

lemsun university

Business Services
Agricultural Products Sales
119 Newman Hall
656-3242
University Bookstore
University Union
656-2050
Campus Dining Services
208 University Square
656-1387
Card Access Services
Harcombe Dining Hall
656-0763
CATS Shop
University Union
656-4673
Central Stores
Service and Support Facility
656-2332
Copier Management
Dillard Building
656-2041
East Campus Convenience Store
Li'l Dino Subs
Taco Bell Express
South Palmetto Boulevard
656-2094
Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Dillard Building
656-2031
Motor Pool
Heisman Street
656-2435
Telecommunications Services
Klugh Avenue
656-2600
Transportation Services
116 University Square
656-1328
Union Copy Center
7th Floor, University Union
656-2725
University Postal Services
University Union
656-2351
University Printing Services
Dillard Building
656-2041

Itomj rizes
3rtifi

urn's.

Business Services appreciates your patronage!
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Movie bonanza

. -.
"

Continued from 1C
lawyer role and Jeanne thriller, where windshield wipers
Triplehorne's too forgiving wife make moaning noises and the
Japanese are shown as cutthroat
role. RATING: B
Free Willy: Boy befriends ani- businessmen. At least, the movie
mal. We've seen the storyline has "Sean Connery to keep your
August 27th-September 2, 1993
many times before with horses, attention from faltering. RATThis
Week's Entertainment Events
dogs, and dolphins. This new treat- ING: CRobin Hood: Men in Tights:
ment with a whale as the main
character is cute in some ways, Many of his jokes and musical
but that's about as far as it goes, numbers may seem stale and outTime-Out Calendar announces upcoming activities within road trip range.
and if you saw the preview trailer dated, but Mel Brooks still has
Special Consideration is given to local events and artists. Other events may he
for this film, you already know some humor left in those old
announced when space permits.
what happens in the movie, any- parodic bones of his. Roger Rees
stands out as the Sheriff of
how. RATING: C
The Fugitive: Harrison Ford Rottingham. RATING: C
Tonight:
Sleepless in Seattle: Nora
flexes his acting and running skills
Ephron's
nostalgic
return
to
the
in this action thriller based on the
Cravin' Melon-Alternative Rock (covers)
TD's
popular TV series of the same romantic comedies of old is the
perfect
vehicle
for
Tom
Hanks
name. Tommy Lee Jones does
Cover announced at door.
brilliant performance as the long and Meg Ryan, and it proves that
arm of the law, while director you can still make an entertaining
Tiger Town Tavern State of Disorder-Alternative Rock, (covers)
Andrew Davis(Under Siege) does romantic film with minimal language
and
no
sex.
RATING:
A+
some fancy camerawork to keep
Cover announced at door.
.Sliver. Sharon, Stone shows
the suspense building, as well as
to create a unique visual style for that her acting talents soon lose
Thin Ice-Classic Rock (covers and originals)
Charlie T's
the film. The stunts and special their glimmer beyond the bedroom
in
this
lame
voyeuristic
with special guest Pale Rider.
effects are spectacular. RATING:
thriller from the same writer as
A+
Cover: $3Jason Goes To Hell: The Fi- Basic Instinct. RATING: D+
So I Married an Axe Murnal Friday: Take some scantily
derer:
Mike Meyers will never be
DSF Earth Corus-:Dead Tunes 'n'stuff
clad women, a pinch of teenage
Backstreets
known
for
his
acting
ability,
but
sex, a high body count, add some
Cover announced at door.
elements of The Hidden and you this quirky comedy that has his
get this new and possibly last humor written all over it does
installment in the slasher-happy have its moments. RATING: C+
Wednesday, September 1:
Son in Law: A hippy meets
Friday the 13th series. But with a
brief appearance by Freddy farmdom in this new comedy
Tinsley EWis-Future Blues Legend
TD's
Krueger in the end, you can bet starring the annoyingly funny,
Pauly
Shore.
Unlike
the
utterly
(covers & originals)
that the suits at New Line Cinema
won't keep Jason dead for long. terrible teen comedy Encino Man,
Cover announced at door.
Son actually has some endearing
RATING: F+
Menace II Society: A power- qualities. That's if you're not toful urban drama that drives home tally thrown off by the normal
Tiger Town Tavern 2N1 OZ-Rock 'n' Roll!
a much darker message than Boyz barrage of Shore-speak found
Cover announced at door.
N' the Hood, and its cyclical pat- throughout this movie. RATING:
tern of violence shows how each B+
What's Love Got to Do With
generation can make an impresThursday, September 2:
It:
This
Tina Turner biography is
sion on the next. RATING: A+
Much Ado About Nothing: an insightful look into the life and
lUmmbe-Reggae, monl
After the disastrous Peter's times of a musical legend. It's a
TD's
Friends, Kenneth Branagh de- well organized film with some
cided to return to what made him enjoyable musical segments
The Underground
Thin Ice-Classic Rock.
a household name: Shakespeare. thrown into the pot. As Tina and
Cover announced at door.
This time around it's a comedy Ike Turner, Angela Basset and
with a large cast of familiar faces Larry Fishbourne play their roles
and a film style that more than to perfection. RATING: Asuits the wide array of poetic
content. Both Branagh and wife
Emma Thompson are brilliant,
but Keanu Reeves still can't seem
to handle a British accent to save
his life. RATING: A+
Poetic Justice: John Singleton
falters a bit with this off-course
cinematic melee starring pop diva
T/ie Qijt Processor
Janet Jackson, but at least his
overall message isn't lost in the
process. Some outstanding performances by some up and coming actors and actresses can be
Coffee, Confections & gourmet Accessories
found in this film. RATING: B
Posse: Mario Van Peebles' black
western turns out to be just another New Jack City in
A Clemson Tradition
gunslinger's clothing. Rodney .
The Boyd Collection
654-7199
King and L.A. riot references are
180
laid throughout to add a modern
sensibility to the film. RATING:
C
Gift Bask
Arth ir's C >urt
Rising Sun: Director Phillip
Kaufman's blurred version of
Picnic Ba< kets
Kite lenw ire
Michael Crichton's bestselling
book is an oversexed technoing (llfcto
Non-al ;oholic wine

A Gallery of Gifts

IF

CraStree & <£veCyn

r

Wti

rWefcomej

Christa as orna nenti

Spec! ility I oods

Victoria Square - Clemson (across from the Post Office)

1-800-^88-8887.

B
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DO YOU KNOW WHERE THE Y-THEATER IS ???????

Ta-daaah!
This is IT!

7
HoltzendorffYMCA

I Godfrey Hall

p

University Union

Johnstone A

PLAYING THIS WEEK AT THE Y-THEATER
Playing Fri. and Sat.

Midnite Movie

SUNDAY
Free Movie

It was the Deltas
against the roles...
the rules lost: _

fffe a8 In the name of science. VSfefrti Science.
very cocnl

to \>e iif-rnid

Wi*ii;»rm*wii(

^m -^m
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NATI4MAI
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THE V

ANIMAI
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AN KBMAM
ri try H/WT-l^tV-Mj? &0<J&^3 REN
Syyj .
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BISHOP
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Shows at 7 and 9:25
Admission only $2

Shows at 7 and 9:25
Admission free with C.U. ID

Playing Fri. and Sat,
Admission: $2

COMING SOON TO THE Y-THEATER
PRICE

DATE

MOVIE

TIMES

SEPT. 2-4
SEPT. 5
SEPT. 9-11
SEPT. 10-11
SEPT. 12
SEPT. 16-18
SEPT. 19
SEPT. 23-25
SEPT. 24-25
SEPT. 26
SEPT. 30
-OCT. 2
OCT. 3
OCT. 7-9
OCT. 8-9
OCT. 10
OCT. 21-23
OCT. 22-23

Dave
Silence of the Lambs
Cliffhanger
Pink Floyd: The Wall
Die Hard
Indecent Proposal
Risky Business
Sliver
Basic instinct
Porky's
Son-in-Law

7 & 9:15
fe.-.
<FREE
7 & 9:15
'$2
7 & 9:25
MIDNITE $2
FREE
7 & 9:15
$2
7 & 9:25
FREE
7 & 9:15
$2
7 & 9:15
MIDNITE $2
FREE
7 & 9:15
$2
7 & 9:15

OCT. 24

Strange Brew
Sleepless in Seattle
When Harry Met Sally
An Affair to Remember
In the Line of Fire
Monty Python
and The Holy Grail
Lethal Weapon

7 & 9:15
7 & 9:15
MIDNITE
7 & 9:15
7 & 9:30
MIDNITE

FREE
$2
$2
FREE
$2
$2

7 & 9:15

FREE

v
-riu-t Nfti-.Ki i-.vr. WISJ-.ST: Wrnn>i \\a
Ks \MJ->T KM.N SI\<:I\..\VIHI kVi«« tt'H VI
A *i KI.-MUI-: <:<nir.i?v Hi-^svrios"

St?..

"Irw* *t»Mctt! Tims: re*vt! turn m<.

S TVER

DAVE
Mffi»

ROBERT REDFORD
DEMI MOORJE

WOODY HARRELSON

"THE SLEEPER HIT
OF THE SlIMMER!"

INDECENT
PROPOSAL

TO IIWKS Mi (SYAX

SLEEPLESS
I \ S K A I T I, K

40STORIESOf SHEER ADVENTURE!

BRUCE

WILLIS

DIE HARD
"NON-STOP ACTION."
STALLONE

CLIFFHANGER

WE NOW TAKE TIGER STRIPE !!!
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Volleyball coach brings
young blood, new spirit
by- Rob'Graham
interim dSSt. sports editor
Joiene Jordan Hoover will
bring an impressive coaching
background and a remarkable
history as a player to Clemson
this year as she begins her first
year as head coach of the Lady
Tigers.
Hoover, 29, from Kankakee,
111., was head coach at Western s
Maryland College, located just
outside Baltimore, before taking the job here at Clemson.
» There, she compiled a 9331 record, including two 30plus win seasons.
She was also an assistant
coach at Illinois State University, her alma mater, in 1989.
Illinois State finished first that
year in its conference and received a bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
Before those coaching stints,
Hoover was an assistant coach
at the University of Tennessee
in 1987 and 1988. The Lady
Vols finished the 1988 season
with a 23-12 record and second place honors in the SEC.
In 1987, they finished third in

the conference with an 18-18
record.
Hoover graduated in 1986
from Illinois State, where she
earned a Bachelor of Science degree in physical education. She
was named to the all-conference
team in 1983 and 1985 and also
named the league's most valuable
player that year.
She was the Illinois State cocaptain in 1985 and was the MVP
of the New Mexico State University Tournament and the Purdue
Classic that year as well.
She also led Illinois State to
four conference championships
and four consecutive NCAA
Tournaments, from 1982 to 1985.
Perhaps her most important
experience came when she trained
with the United States Women's
NationaJ Volleyball Team and
represented the United States in
the World University Games in
Kobe, japan, in the summer of
1985. She was also chosen as an
alternate -for the United States
Women's National Volleyball
Team. v
"I am very excited about ACC
play," said Hoover. "The ACC is
a strong conference. It is getting

better and better. Normally,
the only teams you here about
are on the West Coast.
"Last year, three ACC teams
went to post season tournaments. I am looking forward to
the challenge."
"Obviously, we are really
excited about Coach Hoover
becoming our Volleyball Coach
at Clemson," said Clemson's
Senior Associate Athletic Director, Dwight Rainey.

Athletes, not workers
continued from IB
Also, why is football the only
sport that gets mentioned when it
comes to payment of players?
Granted, baseball, track and field,
volleyball and the like don't generate one quarter of the revenue
that football does; some even lose
money. The athletes in those sports
put in just as much time, if not
more, than football players.
Again, it all comes down to
money. It should come down to
an education. Isn't that why we
attend college in the first place?
Or is my thinking as warped as a
booster who gives a twenty-one
year old $50,000 just because he
can throw a football far?

come much more than just a
game; it's "now a- major business
earning millions of dollars.
I have a question though. Why
isn't attending school for free
enough? I understand that some
athletes come from low-income
households where the money is
tight. I also understand that with
all the practice and game time
spent on top of normal school
work, there isn't much free time
for the student. Isn't that part of
the program? Don't the players
realize this when they sign on
with the school? Is it that big of a
shock to them when they hit
campus? If it is, it shouldn't be.

770

AIR FORCE ROTC
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
300 TILLMAN HALL
CLEMSON SC 29634-0705
PHONE: 656-3254

19 AUGUST 1993
$1.000.00

PAY TO THE ORDER OF- ANY FAT 1.1994 JUNIOR

DOLLARS

ONE THOUSAND AND 00/100

THIS IS REAL!
SEE BELOW TO CASH

NEW GUARANTEED
AIR FORCE ROTC SCHOLARSHIP

CLEMSON SOPHOMORES IN ANY MAJOR can apply for our new Incentive scholarship that
provides a $1000 a semester towards tuition, fees, and books starting your junior year. This
scholarship program has been funded through the Spring 1995 semester already with the possibility
of being extended even longer. Plan now to take advantage of this great opportunity. Sign up tor
Aerospace Studies (AS) 209 and AS L 209 now or drop by 300 Tillman Hall and talk to us, or call

Financial Aid for College

656-3254.

Personalized Computer Search will Help
You Find Money For College.

CLEMSON FRESHMEN-lf vou didn't get a scholarship out of high school it's not too late!!! Air
Force ROTC has 3-year scholarships for those majoring in nursing, and many engineering and
technical sciences. It pays tuition, books, and most fees, plus it pays you $100 a month. Sign up for
Aerospace Studies (AS) 109 and AS L 109 now or drop by 300 Tillman Hall and talk to us, or call

High School Junior to Graduate Student*!
Some aid doe» not require that you show financial need.
Grades Are Not Always a Factor!
Personalized Services 4 U
(gQ3) 638-8211

656-3254.

:

Ckmwh

^FAST

Uliiiwtate
&

THERE'S
NOBODY

Dcfe

$1.00 Longnecks ALL THE TIME
$1.00 Longnecks ALL THE TIME
• LADIES Always Play Free Pool on Tuesdays
• BIG Money Give-Aways for Monday Night Football
• FREE Pool with Lunch(Monday thru Friday)
Just a Couple of our Menu Items:

fitness program. So if
you want to look good
and feel great, come in
for some body work.

Jazzercise is an intensive
aerobic workout. Plus
muscle toning, too.
But it's more fun than
just plain exercise.
A lot more fun.
Jazzercise is also a
complete health and

MASSE SHOT
Ww

Tin Ftoms Professionals.

Smoked Turkey Breast piled high, topped with Bacon, Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, and
honey mustard - Served on poasted pumpernickel with chips and pickle spear.

BANK SHOT
New Student Special
Expires September 3,1993

Succulent Roast Beef with Swiss cheese, tomato, and Italian dressing. Served on toasted
pumpernickel with chips and pickle spear.

$

OPEN: Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2 am Sat. 4 pm - Until
Located at Hwy 93 at 123
654-7649

12 Classes For 12
653-FITT
New Students Only. Bring Ad to
Recieve This Offer

J

TG4
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Golfers take fourth in NCAAs
Green runs to
national title in
100 meters
by Danie Sh irley
staff writer

by Edan Ballantine
interim asst. sports editor
The Clemson Track and
Field team arrived in New
Orleans with very high expectations. The NCAA Championships inspired lofty dreams
of a high finish, and for those
individuals lucky and talented
enough, All-American honors.
The team that arrived in
New Orleans was still the powerhouse it had been all season.
Michael Green, the All-American sprinter, lead the charge
into what was to be a very
heated four days of competition.
In the 100 meter sprints,
Green got the chance to showcase his talent and defend his
national championship. He
did that and more, winning
the race with a time of 10.09.
As an added bonus, he achieved
All-American honors for the
fourth time.
The,rest of the team finished no higher than fourth.
In the 110 meter high hurdles,
Anthony Knight finished
fourth (13.89) and Duane Ross
finished seventh (14.08). Despite the disappointing finish,
both athletes won All-Ameri-

^

Want to
write
about
sports?
Come by
The Tiger
drop-in
Sunday night
from
7-9 p.m.

can honors.
In women's track, Kim Graham finished the highest out of
her counterparts; placing fourth
in the 200 meters (23.07).
Mareike Ressing placed sixth
in the 3000 meters (9:27.35)
and Tonya McKelvey finished
eleventh in the long jump
(19'10-3/4"). Allthreewomen
were rewarded by their efforts
with All-American honors.
The men also competed in a
few more events. Nobody was
to excel, however, as Cormac
Finnerty finished seventh in
the 5000 meters (14:08.60).
He also achieved All-American
honors. In the 4x100 meter
relay, Michael Wheatley,
Enayat Oliver, Gilbert and
Green finished fifth. However, they set a new Clemson
record with a time of 39.35.

After winning the NCAA East
Regional at Charlottesville, Va.,
the Clemson golf team entered
the NCAA Championships with
the idea of taking home a national
title.
However, these -ideas faded
playing in the pressure of a national championship spotlight after getting as close as two shots
back of the leaders with six holes
to play, and the Tigers fell to
fourth overall.
"You can't be disappointed
with a number-four finish," said
Clemson head coach Lary Penley.
"But it is frustrating to get that
close in the final round and have
a taste of the national championship chase. We got off to a great
start in the final round thanks to
Mark Swygert. He birdied five of
his first eight holes."
Behind Swygert, a junior, and
seniors, Bobby Doolittle and
Thump Delk, who all finished
with rounds of par or better on
the final day, Clemson fired a
four-round team-total of 1153,
one-over-par for 72 holes, setting

a school record for team score in
NCAA play.
Swygert and Doolittle each had
final round 71's, while Delk fired
a 72 in the final round.
The finish is the team's second
highest ever, the Tigers placed
third in 1989, and the third top
five finish in Clemson history
('89 and 1983). It is the 10th
consecutive season Penley has
taken Clemson to the NCAA's
and the fifth straight finish in the
top 15.
Delk, Clemson's fifth-seeded
player, led all Tigers with a 287,
one-over par total, which tied a
Tiger record for the lowest 72hole score and the best score versus par in NCAA play set by
current pro Dillard Pruitt.
"The performance of Thump
Delk in this tournament is one of
the highlights of my coaching
career," Penley said. "He was just
touch all week, and when you
think that he tied Dillard Pruitt's
record, that is just amazing. He
just never faultered, never let the
pressure get to him."
Swygert finished one shot back
of Delk at 288, while Nicky Goezte
had a.four-round total of 292.

The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-busting
HP48G

Danny Ellis fired a 297, while
Doolittle overcame two middle
round of 79-76 with a four-round
299.
"We are certainly going to miss
this group of four seniors," said
Penley. "A top four finish in the
NCAA's is a nice way for them to
go out. We finished in the top 15
all four years they were at Clemson and won a lot of tournaments, including four this year."
Finishing in the top-15, Swygert
and Delk assured the Tigers of
having five All-Americans this
year, setting a Clemson record.
Goezte, Doolittle and Ellis have
been named All-Americans by the
coaches association, and Swygert
and Delk make the team by virtue
of their top-15 finish.
Florida took the team title with
a score of 1145, with Georgia
Tech in second just one shot back.
Another ACC school, North Carolina place third at 1147. The
conference's strong showing was
helped by Duke's 10th place showing, and Wake Forest two shots
back in 11th. In total, the five
ACC schools which made the cut
placed in the top 11 of the tournament.

Check it out
The new HP 48G graphic calculator gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.
Get more
• Push a button, choose from the
pull-down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data is that easy.
•View 3-D graphs.
•Access over 300 built-in equations.
• Perform algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values.
• Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper.
• Work with different units of
measure. The HP 48G will convert
them for you. For example, enter
inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation —
it'll convert them.
Get more ... for less
• Compare prices — the HP 48G fits
your budget.
Special introductory offer*
When you buy an HP 48G or
HP 48GX, you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for connecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard,
or store HP 48 files and programs
on your desktop PC.
Pick up a coupon at your college
bookstore.

HEWLETT
ra PACKARD

We're
located in
Roon 902
University
Union.

J

'Offer good while supplies last on purchases
made from August 1, 1993 through
October 31, 1993. See coupon for terms
and conditions.
©Hewlett-Packard Company. PG 12306B
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Soccer starts
season fifth

FOR MEMBERS OF CALHOUN COLLEGE:
Honor students may sign-up for the
following cultural events beginning
August 25.

continued from IB

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.

Clemson should have a strong
defense with adequate depth.
The asterisk (*) denotes onompus events using the
Headlining the returnees from
new voucher system. First stop by the Honors Office, 320 Brackett
#
last year's defense is Jamahl Green.
Hall to reserve your seat. Vouchers, redeemable at the union
Green was named to Soccer
ticket office, will be given for onompus events. Peace Center
America's All-Freshman team in
events will require a deposit to secure your reservation.
1992 and was a second-team AllACC selection.
Ghost Stories,*
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Friday, Sept. 17
Bednar and Eatough also
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
Tillman Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
proved last year to be key links in
we'll give you a free trial pair.
the defense after walking on to
Les
Miserables
Sunday, Sept. 19
the Tiger program. These three
Peace Center, Greenville, SC.
starters from last year should lead
8:00 p.m.
370 College Ave.
a tough defensive unit.
Two other additions to this
Clemson, SC
Dukes of Dixieland,*
Saturday, Oct. 2
defense are Joe Sciacca and Danny
Tillman Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
Care. Both have impressive high
school records and will probably
need little ACC game experience
before they begin to show their
true form.
Clemson's midfield will be the
Tigers' deepest and most experienced position. Returning starters include Guthrie, Nidal Baba,
Joseph, and Matt Kirk.
During the off season Joseph
picked up valuable experience as
a member of the United States
under-19 team that played abroad
in Australia. Incoming freshman
Imad Baba also participated on
the team. The Tigers could possibly have four national team players starting in the midfield as
Guthrie, Nidal Baba, Imad Baba
ar|d Joseph have all played for
vjfi-ious national teams over the
rs
I The midfield has plenty of
sillied players and plenty of depth,
so the only problem should be
getting the right players in the
right positions so that they will
work well together as a unit.
The right chemistry should not
pose much of a problem for
Ibrahim, with players like Nidal
Baba and his brother Imad, who
are fully capable of controlling
play and distributing great balls
from the midfield. This could be
one of the best midfields and
teams that Clemson has had in a
long time and they should be a
real joy to watch.
Jimmy Glenn returns at striker
for the Tigers. Glenn, a native of
San Antonio, Tex., currently is
14th on the Tiger career point list
with 88 and is tied for 12th for
rftost .goals scored with 36.
to help strengthen the offense,
the Tigers signed Wolde Harris, a
former high school All-American,
who played for the University of
" Connecticut in 1992. There he
was second on the team for most
goals and points, and started every game as a striker for UConn.
Other players to watch out for
in the striker position are Jeff
Yenzer, from St. Louis, Mo. His
high school team was ranked #1
in the nation by USA Today,
and also possibly Kirk or Joseph,
who have both played this position in the past for the Tigers and
have done very well.
This year's team has great potential due to its mixture of
strength, skill and tactical' intelligence. The team has a good balNo matter where you choose to live, you can save money on your long distance
ance between its offensive and
defensive players which could
phone bill with an AT&T Savings Option. It's all part of The i Plan?
produce some great chemistry on
The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call.
the field.
If the team stays healthy, and
catches one or two lucky breaks in
a few big games, this could be a
season, not soon to forget. The
Clemson fans should be in for
THE MPLAN
some exciting, well played games
and any soccer enthusiast should
be anxiously awaiting the start of
•Savings based on AT&T Simple Savings Plan available to olf-campus students. © 1993 AT&T.
this season.

V5^
PQ&'

And Your First Pair Is Free. ^

VISION CENTER
654-7980

yfl -

,

,

AT&T can
help you save money
whether you live
on campus, off campus,
or somewhere
in between.

Choose AT&T and save up to 25%?

I

To sign up for off-campus calling, or to get an AT&T Card,
stop by our booth on campus or call
1800 654-0471, Ext. 4119.

AT&T
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Theluji
on Sunday, September 5 at 8:00 for the
following positions:
Advertising Manager
Head Photographer
Editorial Editor
Circulation Manger
Art Director

If you are interested in joining the staff come by room 906 in the
Union to pick up an application before September 3.

KAPLAN

ipizZiC

501 COLLEGE
AVENUE

We teach you to think your way to the right answer.

653-7373

mMH

LSAT
MCAT
GMAT
GRE

I

X^aM^eswtxei

<.<*:

CALL YOUR PAPA!
4**^.
"***.

Let KAPLAN help you prepare for some of the most important tests
you'll ever have to take.
Here are schedules for upcoming KAPLAN classes offered on
Clemson University campus.

FOR

LSAT PREP CLASSES FOR OCTOBER 2 EXAM
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Sundays, September 9 through September
30, Martin Building M-301. Weekday classes 6-10 p.m. and Sunday
classes 1-5 p.m.

r

LATE~NIGHTSPECIAL]" ONE 14" LARGE "JILUNCH SPECIAL1
TWO MT CHEESE PIZZAS

GRE PREP CLASSES FOR OCTOBER 9 EXAM
Sundays, Mondays, and Wednesdays September 12 through
September 30, Martin Building M-302. Weekday classes 6-10 p.m.,
and Sunday classes 1-5 p.m.

I

ONETOPPING

*6 amm* '6
+ Tax

After 9PM

Expires 12/31/93

^S^k.

Additional Toppings 70< Each

Free Pepperoncinis & Garlic Butter

MCAT PREP CLASSES FOR APRIL 17 EXAM
Sundays from 1-5 p.m. January 16 through March 20 in Martin
Building M-301.
In addition to live classes, KAPLAN students have access to
extensive resource materials at the Clemson University Library.
They all get a comprehensive set of home study material.
Classes arc starting. Call Today!!
1-800-KAP-TEST

**&«*
v/it
****$

FAST, FREE DELIVERY!!

I
u

Expires 12/31/93

Tax

' ONEirpEZA.TOO-rofp.NGS
1
& Two Cans of Coca-Cola Classic

<6 95
■Tax

I Daily 11AM-4PM
/ffok |AQ|^ - Expires 12/31/93

I Additional Tupping
Topping *Sf
"Kf 1-jch
liach [*>Jl/JO V/flHS
Free Pepperoncinis & Garlic Butter

i?S2S[
/^Dl I/Hjlfc.

I AdditionjlTi>ppinB3 70r Lich [lyU/JUVflnSl.
I Free Pepperoncinis &■ Special Garlic Sauce I

BEST OF UPSTATE
, FAMILY SPECIAL | "PARTY PAK"
CARRYOUT SPECIAL | ONE 14" LARGE with the "WORKS" I FOUR 14" LARGE PIZZAS
TWO 14" LARGE ONE TOPPING

$

. & ONE 14" LARGE ONE TOPPING

ONE TOPPING Only

10?l:*13^:«235|

(CARRYOUT
RRYOUTONLY)
ONLY)
Expires
res 12/31/93

■

Additional
ionalTopninio*EF.ich
Toppings y.Sr F-ich

I

mm

^jM lAllife.

JSH*

Expires 12/31/93

mm

J

^™"

^j|Rl lAUifex , Expires 12/31/93

[MHl/JU VnlfSl. I Additional Topping «,• Kach lr¥M£fUVnRSl
Free Pepperoncinis & Special Garlic Sauce
free Pepperoncinis f? Special i.aritc Sauce

^^ r^za

^jfij lAljlj

I Adddlonal
Additional loppings
TonninK. ISf
95* Foch
l-JCh (iWl
iHtJI/J JUHn
Free Pepperoncinis & Special Garlic Sauce

VHJM
.i-<i'i>-■<"'■'<
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Honor code starts new era
by Jenni French
staff writer
"We wanted to instill a feeling
of,'I must be professional, I must
act like a professional, I must be
moral, 1 must be ethical, and I
must never do anything that
would hurt the public* or the
environment,'" said Dr. Larry
Josey, Associate Professor of
Freshman Engineering, of the
new College of Engineering
Honor Code.
This semester represents the
beginning of a new era for the
College of Engineering with the
implementation of the Honor
Code that advocates a "mutual
trust" among students and faculty. In additionn to outlining
responsibilities for students and
faculty regarding homework, assignments and testing, the code
suggests a personal and professional code of ethics. It is being
adopted in hopes of training engineering students, from freshman year on-, not only in the
technical aspects of engineering,
but in the ethical capacity as well.
"The students as well as the
faculty alike wanted a way of
expressing to the engineers associated with the College of Engineering," the foreword to the
Honor Code states. The college
anticipates that the code will allow students to be educated in an
atmosphere based on respect and
trust, in additionn to drawing
students' attention to the need to
avoid abuses of the system.
The demand for some sort of
mechanism became evident last

fall, when a survey among engineering students showed that
there was concern about cheating. "The concept (for a code)
was originally brought up in the
spring by the students," Dr. Josey
said, of his involvement on the
committee that aided, the students in drafting the document.
Eight student members and five
faculty members met throughout the summer to draft and
revise the code, before submitting it to the faculty for official
acceptance the first week of
school.
The code was, "written by the
students, to help the students,"
says Sofia Wong, a senior in
Chemical Engineering who served
on the committee. She says that
having such a code is "positive
for the school, and for the image."
Currently, the process is underway of introducing and implementing the code among the engineering students.
Dr. Josey stresses that the code
"is not a whipping tool." University-wide policy previously provided mechanisms for protocol
and discipline. The new code
merely expands on existing policy
by drawing more specific guidelines for engineering students to
follow.
Additionally, engineering students must abide by the code
even when enrolled in other
courses.
Some clauses were directly inspired by advances in educational
technology. The code specifically
forbids the use of a calculator, "to

store or record text or equations
for an exam unless the instructor
gives permission to do so."
"It is literally possible .for students to store some of the (math
and engineering ) problems in
the calculator to share with
friends," says Dr. Josey. Additionally, "electronic gadgetry
makes plagiarism and acess to
(confidential) information
easier." It was the hope of the
committee that the code would
give students ah ethical yardstick
by which to gauge their actions.
Jeff Grace, a sophomore in
Electrical Engineering who was
first introduced to the code last
week, says that the majority of it
was already a "generally accepted
belief," but "people won't be as
ignorant about it."
"By giving us more responsibility, we act more responsibly,
and we become more mature,"
says Wong.
v- Future plans include the inVstallation of the Engineering
' Honor Council and Faculty Committee on Discipline, as mandated
in the code. *jFhe Honor Council
will consist of six undergraduate?
students and three graduate students. The Faculty Committee
will be made-up of four faculty
members serving two-year terms.
All positions-holders will be appointed by the Dean of the College of Engineering.
Additionally, the engineering
school hopes to expand the program by distributing business-size
cards bearing the Engineering
Honor Pledge and a personal
statement of ethics.

The Tiger Tickler!

1

Do you always forget you Mom's birthday, test
days, project deadlines, greek events, or even the
day your car's inspection sticker expires/
Let The Tiger Tickler remind you!
Send us a list of events and we'll call you a
couple of days before each event to remind you!
Only $10 per semester! (certain restrictions apply)
Send your events and $10 (ck or mo) to:
The Tiger Tickler, P.O. Box 922 Clemson S.C.
29633 or call 639-7837 for details! Don't forget!

sacA
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am J^ztian*,,
Dna.
invitee uou
to sxhsuznes a txiAj excsfdionaL full IS-VJICZ
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coLox, manicuiE^, fisdicwisi and facial waxing.
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Low Student Air Fares
Greenville - Laguardia/Phil. $118
Charlotte - Wash./Boston/Newark$ 118
Hartford/St. Louis/Balt./Miami/Detroit/Chicago/etc.
All Are Round Trip,
and good during Thanksgiving and Christmas! Hurry!

Small World Travel
654-6125

17 Years in Clemson

654-8440

BRAND NEW!

COLLEGE NIGHT

Central Spirit

EVERY
WED.

(18 or Older Admitted)
Featuring A Fun Mix
Of Top 40, Techno and
Alternative Dance Music

LIVE/ftgKP

EVERY (21 or Older Admitted)
Only
THURS. 9/2 The Itals
$5.00
9/9 Souljahs

Drop-In ^BJt
for New ^m*
Members

Aug. 29
2-4 pm
Palmetto
Ballroom
We Back The Tigers

EVERY
FRI.

EVERY
SAT.

Featuring Outdoor Volleyball,
Basketball, Pool and Ping Pong!

\

OPEN MON.-SAT.

Upstates Jlaryest
Dance Party

BRAND NEW!

(21 or Older Admitted)
Open Until 5 a.m.!

Saturday Night Fever
Dance Party
(18 or Older Admitted)
Featuring 70's & 80's Dance
Classics & Today's Hits

At Characters

Voted Best Place To Dance
& Best Place To Meet People
In The Upstate!

Greenville's NEW
Choice for Live Comedy
at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.. only $6.00
(includes admission to Characters)
Fri. - 21 & Older/ Sat. - 18 & Older
Reservations: 676-9911

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH AT 9:00 P.M.

Character's
Admission Only $8.00!

dillion fence

Hootie & the Blowfish CRAVIN'MELON

CHARACTERS • 805 Frontage Road • Greenville, SC • 234-0370

i
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CU Air Force
seeks minorities
for scholarship
by Amanda Heaton
asst. news editor

4?
i.i

Education is one of the most
expensive investments we'll ever
make.
There is tuition to be paid,
books to be bought and other
fees that we never anticipate
until it is too late.
If you are of African American, Hispanic or American Indian origin, have at least a 2.65
grade point average and are looking for a way to pay for tuition,
books and other fees, then Air
Force ROTC may have just what
you're looking for.
The Air Force ROTC Express Scholarship is a program
that covers tuition, books and
most fees, and is limited to two
or three- year awards.
The primary objective of the
program is to attract high quality minority students into Air
Force ROTC, but the scholarships are not limited to just
minorities.
High quality non- minority
students majoring in several different academic areas critical to
Air Force needs are also eligible.
Currently, these critical areas
are environmental engineering,
computer engineering, electrical

engineering, computer science,
math, physics, meteorology, nursing, pharmacy and physical
therapy.
Minority students are not limited to a specific major, but each
application will be considered
on a case by case basis on its
merits and the needs of the Air
Force.
The Express Scholarship Program was initiated by the Air
Force in the fall of 1991.
As of April 1993, 316 students nationwide have received
scholarships under this program.
The three leading majors have
been engineering, nursing and
computer science.
The Air Force ROTC detachment at Clemson University is currently accepting applications. Three female students
at Clemson have recently received Express Scholarship^; two
in nursing and the third is an
electrical engineering.
According to Capt Rob Petree
of the CU Air Force ROTC
detachment, interested minority students and those non- minority students majoring in one
of the critical academic areas
listed can call him at 656-3254 ,
or go by the detachment offices
in Room 300, Tillman Hall.

SfWT

&WIN A
CRUISE!

Y

The yearbook staff invites you to GET SHOT. When you take your
portrait, enter our drawing for a fabulous, fun-filled Carnival cruise
for two in the Bahamas.
East Campus
West Campus
Barnett Lounge
7th Floor Union

it
'. Old

Dates: August 30 - September 17

19

Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
(Locations subject to change)

•Walk-ins welcome -No sitting fee
The Official Yearbook
of Clemson University

9
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Tiger drop-in —
7-9/p.m. August
29 on the 9th
floor of the
Student Union.
#:

University of Wisconsin-Platteville
Tyrone Walker/acting advertising manager

"Ask not for whom the bell tolls..."
It tolls for students who need to get to class.

Phone-in assistance now
available in computer labs
fry Tyrone Walker
acting advertising manager
Budget cuts have forced the
Computer Center to provide telephone assistance for the campus
computer labs.
Terri Wright, computer facilities coordinator, said the state
budget juts was the primary influence von the decision to move
to the telephone system.
"My student budget gets cut
because the university budget
keeps getting'cut because the overall state budget keeps getting cut."
Lab technicians will no longer
be available in each computer lab
to provide one on one assistance
on demand.
The Computer Center, as a
test trial, has decided to replace
these individual computer lab
technicians with a centrally located consulting station that will
be responsible for trouble shooting Clemson's 500 lab computers.
"It's not in carved stone. If it
doesn't work, we are going to do
something else."
Student users in need of technical advise must now telephone
the consulting station for assistance.
The new system presently has
consultants, on duty from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m., trained to answer and
solve common questions and
problems. In additionn to the
technical consultants, a technical
maintenance person will rotate
through each lab several times a
day to monitor computer lab
equipment.
According to Wright, when
consultants encounter problems
that cannot be solved over the
telephone they will be dispatched
to help the user one on one.
"We understand our users may
not know exactly what he or she
is doing right. When that situation arises it will he the responsibility of the consultant to go out
to the lab and work with the
user," stressed Wright.
"What we are not going to
have is operators doing homework for users as we have had in
the past."
Wright described the role of
her employees as a service provider for the computer lab is to
provide general assistance.
"We are not there to train

anybody in any software !package. We are not there to* teach
students to use any software package. We are there to provide
assistance for something they already know," stated Wright.
"We are not trainers, we have
a customer training department
that will gladly work with any
group or any student to provide
training in the software packages
we support."
Wright expressed concern that
student users are too dependent
on lab technicians for basic help,

but believes the new system places
more responsibility on the students. She believes that student
users will learn more by listening
and doing for themselves than
from watching someone do it for
them.
"We are going to make the
student do it.
This is going to allow the user
to learn. They are not going to be
watching someone else.
They are going to be learning
how to do it on their
own,"explained Wright.

"If you have built castles in the air,
your work need not be lost.
That is where they should be.
Now put the foundations under them."
—Henry Divid Thoreau

Learn Your Way Around The World
-• •
•
•
•
•
•

Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain,
for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year
Courses in liberal arts and international business
Fluency in a foreign language noi required
Home-stays with meals
Field trips
Financial aid applies (except for summer session)

Program Costs:
• For tuition, room, board and field trips per semester
•
In London, England
$4,225 for Wisconsin residenls/$4,475 for non-residents
•
In Seville, Spain
$4,725 for Wisconsin residents/$4,925 for non-residents
Application deadlines:
• April 1 for summer session
• April 30 for fall semester

•

October 20 for spring semester

For a program description and an application, call toll free:
1-800-342-1725

DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR
DECEMBER 1993 GRADUATION.
IS SEPTEMBER 8, 1993
Undergraduates who plan to graduate on
December 6, 1993, should:
4

,AALL YO U CAN EAT

1)

$y CHINES E BUFFETS
GOLDEN DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT

Clemson University

Buffets - For Dine-In Only
Lunch - $4.95 Dinner - $6.95
(Menu Items also Available!)

Hwy 76
(From Anderson,
Take 93 N.
. Exit-Central)

LUNCH

(From Seneca,
Take 93
Exit-Central)

Mon. - Fri.

3)

Make payment for any fees in Bursar's
Office.' (There is no charge for the
diploma itself.)

«

•

Return completed application to the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes.

(11:30 am-2:00 pm)
2!
o

1

Golden
Dragon
Clemson
Suites

2)

Obtain a diploma application from the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall.

DINNER
Mon. - Fri.
(5:00 pm-9:30 pm)

Fri. - Sat.
(5:00 pm-10:00 pm)

Bi-Lo

From Greenville,
Take
93
Central
Exii-ciemson
central

654-1551
CALL FOR
CARRY OUT

Note: Providing the information requested on*
the application, paying any fees, and
returning the completed application to B
the Office of Student Records properly
notifies the University that you desire to
be a candidate for graduation.
•
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"Whoomp! There it is...
JtU,

r.'.i: y

Tyrone Walker/acting advertising manager

ATTENTION STUDENTS?

Six brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha show iheir stuff Saturday night.
FM WEEKDAYS
10 am: The Morning Show
with Donnie Dees
2-6 pm: Rockin'
Robin Sanders
Atlanta Braves
in the afternoon
Baseball
AM WEEKDAYS
continued from 1A
2-5 pm Chuck
Marder's
begun to bring portable fans to
For
the People
help cool their classes in a more
5:30-7
pm
Foothills
Sports Talk
primitive way. And it's not unon
Fridays
with
Perry
Tuttle
heard of the see some of those

Clemson University Class Rings
Can Only Be Purchased at
The Clemson University Bookstore.
95 Completed Hours Required
to Place an Order

Relief is
in sight

WCCP

1 m
- ■ -;ts

ta

portable hand-held fans buzzing
away in class as students look for
a little relief.
So remember to wear light
clothing, drink plenty of fluids
and stand in front of open refrigerators whenever possible. Maybe
with a little help from Mother
Nature and a speedy two weeks
we can all get through this alive.

Welcome Students!
Color Copier

nion
Copy Center

U

81/2XII only $1.00 ea.

Fast Photocopying
40 per copy serve yourself,
or 50 we copy while you wait.
Hours:

LYFC"

CO
O

'0

^^^^
id.

0)

I

to

0

CO

Monday thru Thursday
Friday
Sunday

For theses, dissertations, architecture projects «^* ^l*""1*
visit University Printing Services located in the Dillard Building.

University
Printing

f«elnc

Offset Printing
Design, Layout and Typesetting Services

Folding
Binding
Collating
Perforating
Labeling
Inserting

OH

as

4'

Proposals
Envelopes
Postcards
Labels
Laminating
Assorted Paper Stocks
Engineering Copies
(36" wide)
Stapling
Spiral Binding
Velo Binding
Transparencies

UNIVERSITY PRINTING SERVICES 656-2041

Halftones
Duotones
Xerox Copying

Si

lithe

8:00 am 8:00 pm
8:00 am 5:00 pm
,2:00 pm 8:00 pm

Resumes
Posters
Tickets
Fliers
Reports
Programs
Brochures
Recycled Paper
Newsletters
Booklets
Manuals
Certificates

7th Floor-University Union
656-2725
^

Hole Drilling
Envelopes
NCR Forms
Invitations
Letterhead
Business Cards
Recycled Paper
Assorted Paper Stocks
Vegetable Inks

Dillard Building ■ 656-2041 ■ Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

/I
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Campus 'Bulletin
Announcements
FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS! Raise
as Much as You Want in One
Week! $100...$600...$1500!
Market applications for the hottest credit ever -NEW GM
MASTERCARD. Users earn
BIG DISCOUNTS on GM
CARS! Qualify for FREE TSHIRT & "94 GMC JIMMY.
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

The Clemson Adult Children
of Alcohloics Al-Anon meets every Tues. at 7 p.m. at the Holy
Trinity Episcopal Church across
from the soccer field.
The B'Nai B'rith Hillel Student Organization will hold a
"Welcome Back Sunday Bagel
Brunch" on Sunday, Aug. 29.
Rides from campus will be available. Students interested in attending should call Dr. Klein a t
654-6108 (home) or 656-3746
(office).

The Presbyterian Student Association invites you to join them
Aug. 29 at 10:30 a.m. for worship
at Fort Hill Presbyterian Church.
A student picnic will follow. Also,
we invite you to dinner and a
program at 6:00 p.m. The topic
will be "Who is your God?" We
are located at 401 College Ave.
Come join us! 854-9207.
Women's Club Soccer Tryouts
are behind Jervey Athletic Bldg.
on Monday, Aug. 30 at 4:30 Any
questions call Tom White 6539252.
Become a part of the music,
friends and fellowship in the Clemson University Gospel Choir.
Weekly rehersals are held 7-9
p.m. Thursday in 217 Daniel Hall.
For more information please contact Danette Holmes at 858-3335.
f-

Learn to Fly! CU Flying Club
Meeting: Tuesday, Aug. 31 8:00
p.m. Room 302 Rhodes. Flying
Competition w/ Georgia Tech
Sept. 23.
Attention Business Majors:
Delta Sigma Pi Rush starts Monday, Aug. 30. Come to Lee Hall
Auditorium at 6 p.m. To "Meet
the Chapter." Hope to, see you
there.
Join the Clemson Equestrian
Team. Learn to ride and show
Intercollegiately. Meetings are
held every first and third Tuesday of the month at 8:00 p.m. in
the P&A E145. For more info.
Call 653-7886.

For Sale

Help'Wanted
SPRING BREAK '94 SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus reps. Call
©800-648-4849.
Need extra money? Easiest
part-time job around. Call 2993066.
Help Wanted. Full or parttime. Work your own hours,
Clemson and surrounding areas.
Straight sales. Commissions. Contact Tim 9 - 11 a.m. 882-7334.

j
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Desk- $45. Rowing Machine$45. Girl'sbedroomset-$65.Call
885-1904. Seneca.
"B1MMER FOR SALE" '76
BMW 2002 Classic! 4-speed.
New paint (Euro. Green). Good
mechanical condition. Asking
$1800. Call 653-7776 or pager
390-7707. Leave your phone
number.
Couch, 2 chairs, 2 end tables,
coffee table, 3 lamps. $250 OBO.
226-7295.
Ludwig Rocker 5-piece drum
set. Gibraltor double-bass pedal.
Paiste cymbals. Silencer sound
pads. Carry bags for snare, cymbals and hardware. Cowbell. Tons
of accessories. Over $2000 new.
$1400 or best offer. Call Steve at
654-0750.

Earn $5.25/ hr. working 3 to
5 nights a week. Telephone
alumni for major colleges and
universities. For more info., please
call 231-7104 between 10 a.m.- 5
p.m. Mon. Thurs. Fund-Raising
and Management Counsel, Inc.
Help Wanted: Foothill YMCA
needs soccer officials, swim instructors. 653-4499.
Campus representative needed
by sportswear company to sell to
fraternities and sororities starting
this Fall. Average $50 to $100
working one night per week. Call
1-800-242-8104.
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Miscellaneous

\
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Personals

'81 Buick Skylark 4-dr. Automatic, 4-cylinder engine. Good
transportation. Only $600. Call
653-7776 or digital pager 3907707. Leave your phone number.

Snookie-bottoms,
I'm really looking forward to
my birthday! It better be good.
Love,
Bunnykins

Member. National Tattoo Asso.
Alliance of Professional Tattooists
Society of Cosmetic Professionals

Midnight Iguana

inc

Skttamttn
"

100% Sterile
^+S
(706) 549-0190
The Finest Quality Professional Tattooing

SCOOTER REPAIR
Eddie Pennebaker
,*»» *

404 Rock Creek Rd,
Clemson, SC 29631
654-7209

%ncts

Studio T-shirts

Your Design Or Ours
-S

1,000's of Designs
Temporary Tattoos
All Styles of Tattooing

Body Piercing
By Appointment
Valerye 549-6743

283 W. Broad St • Athens, Georgia

mm

§

Do you brew your own beer?
I'm looking for students, faculty
or staff interested in forming a
brewer's guild. Call Sean at 6543098.

Allison M. I'm so glad you're
my roomie. Hope I'll get a chance
to hold your neck up soon. EM

Gift Certlfi

%

cfynonaa J\ixk

1982 NISSAN Sentra 2-dr., 5speed, A/C AM/ FM cassette.
Great transportation. Leaving
USA. Must sell!!! $1100. Call
967-2343 or 653 -7776 or pager
390-7707.

Custom Work

;

•-

*

FOR SALE - '77 Fiat Spider
Convertible-Excellent body. New
top. $2975 OBO. Call 882-2539
after 6:00 p.m.

1993 &tioha cLaii!

i

Complete engine, tire and body repair
Pick-up & delivery service available
Buy and sell used scooters
Locally owned and operated
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Images from
Though rains threatened to drown the
spirits of Tiger enthusiasts, both students and visitors, determined participants ensured that First Friday 1993
was a huge sucess, as these pictures
by Tiger photographers will attest.

Terry Manning/ staff photogapher

The First Friday parade was led by
the Clemson University Pershing
Rifles.

Terry Manning/ staff photographer

Kappa Alpha Psi's queen received a warm response
from parade watchers.

After the rains subsided, many observers came back to enjoy th
by Central Spirit and featuring the Clemson Rally Cats.
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Terry Manning/ staff photographer

The Tiger mascot and several CU cheerleaders are shown here leading a jeep
brigade as part of the parade festivities.

Andrew Coyne/ staff photograpner

T-shirts slogans set the tone for much of the day's spirit.

Terry Manning/ staff photogapher

Andrew Coyne/ staff photographer

Both young and old came out last Friday to show
their support for the Clemson Fighting'Tigers.

After the rains subsided, many observers came back to enjoy the pep rally sponsored
by Central Spirit and featuring the Clemson Rally Cats.
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It's as easy as dialing
1-800-COLLECT,SM instead
of zero, when you make a
collect call.
It's the 1-800-COLLECT
$5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY.
Just complete your collect call between August
30 and September 28,
and you'll have a chance
to share $5,000 with the
person whose number
you're calling.

VSQ

Call as often as you
like. There are winners
every day.
You'll also save up to
44% with 1-800-COLLECT.
It's America's Inexpensive
Way To Call Someone
Collect. Use it every time
you make a long distance
collect call. That's all
there is to it.
Bet you call Mom and
Dad more than ever.

0
Savings vs. AT&T 3 min. operator dialed interstate collect call.

THE 1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY
or o™ ,„n nv rnMPI FTF RULES WHICH ARE AVAILABLE BY CALLING 1-800-RULES4U. FOR EACH DAY FROM 8/30/93 THROUGH 9/28/93
*1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. ALL ENTRANTS ARE BOUND BY C°^E11 HULtb vv
1 _g0(>COLLECT domestic ,e|ephone call (wjthin tne u s. and Puerto Rico) during the pro (30 DAYS), 1-800-COLLECT WILL GIVE AWAY A GRAND PRIZE OF $5,000!1. TO ENTER BY MAKING^80^-COLLECn IL.AI-^^^J^, for ,he number called (hereina_tter referred Joas Call Recipient) areeligible to be_randomly selectr
compa
y
_
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motion period indicated, and the collect calling charges are accepted, you and the individual or c°£pa"y whose^^XqM
EDT 2 No purchase, or telephone ca
call necessary. TO ENTER BY MAIL hand print your name address zip codei and
i
ed as potential winners to share a daily prize of $5,000. Calling day is 12:00 midnight EDTupto the following 12-00 m,dn^gm bU i 2
p
i- : _SQ0_CQLLEC1 Giveaway, p.0. Box 4396. Blair. NE 68009. IMPORTANTON LOWER
daytime telephone number on a plain piece of 3" x 5" paper and mail in a hand-addressed Ai 1/8 x 9 1/2 #10) envelope witn^r^t c
P
8
FQR WHICH Y0UR ENTRY is DESIGNATED Enter as many times as you w stor as many
LEFT HAND CORNER OF MAILING ENVELOPE, YOU MUST PRINT THE SPECIFIC °ATE OF THE PRIZE G VEAWAYflFHUM »
9
^
^ ^ .^.^ ^
,ope ,0 be eligible for tha daily pr^
d
ma|||ng
days as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately. No mechanically reproduced entr,es P^1"^' ^l^^e ^ entries and all eligible mail-in entries received for that day's giveaway. Random selection wN take olace 6 days
n
3. SELECTION OF WINNERS: Each daily winner will be randomly selected from among a I eligible 1 -8 °-COLLECT 'e^Pnone ca
each «
and ,he ,ime o) day the call was made and on the number of mail-in f'"^ debated or
after
specific prize
date. UUUo
Odds Ui
of winning
a y"-^
prize will
on the number of *^^™^J$ff££
will be as good as odds of winning via telephone entry. 4. PRIZES: 1 Grand Prize per day oj $5,000 div.decequally
—
w> the
uic ouc^in^
unit; giveaway
UlVtdWdV UUie.
vv
ny a.
'•••' depend
1
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the teleDhone bill for the telephone number called. If potential winner has entered via mail, he/she subseeach day's prize award. Odds will vary each day 0, the promotion based on the above facto ^* °< "™£
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jible, per the above
nctioning or breakdown of telephone systems, for faulty telephone transmission or for lost late or misprize, either as an entrant or designated recipient, ifeither potential winner of a daily prize is not e
0
P n
eral, state and local taxes are the sole responsibility of winner. All federal,
federal, state and local laws and regulations apply- ^h ao' /g w* be awarded on the followinga day. Random selection of winners will be under the supervision o D L .Hair.Inc.. an
;tion of
of a
a winner
winner ior
for any
any uany
daily p..«■
prize of the
promotion
wrt be awarded^ ^.^ of the judges. COMPLETE rules are subject to any requirements or limitations that may
directed entries. In the event that technical difficulties prevent selection
-~ r— ■-■•— hat |onze
■
offi ja| Ru!es and
independent judging organization whose decisions are final. By participating in this promotion, entrants agree
y
be imposed by the Federal Communications Commission.
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